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In this thesis, we present a novel method to efficiently represent datasets over 
the 2D spherical domain based on rhombic dodecahedron. We propose a new 
subdivision strategy, a family of skew great circles, for parameterization of 
the spherical domain. The sampling pattern produced over the sphere surface 
does not only have low discrepancy, low stretch efficiency and low area stan-
dard deviation, but also allows fast location of sample points in real time. The 
data querying process of skew great circle subdivision strategy can be done 
through an analytical equation whereas recursive search is required for exist-
ing recursive subdivision strategy. This can speed up the data sampling and 
retrieval process. The effectiveness of this spherical data representation has 
been experimented with environment maps, shadow maps and high dynamic 
range data. The low discrepancy sampling pattern results in good rendering 
quality for environment mapping application and shadow mapping. The fast 
data query technique ensures real time environment mapping to be practi-
cal. The nice structure of the subdivision strategy allows the construction 
of spherical quadrilateral-based “quadtree", which is used for adaptive and 
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Representing data sets in spherical domain is an important topic in graphics 
field. Many fundemental computer graphics methodologies such as environ-
ment map, shadow map, BRDF, BTF can all be interpreted as functions over 
this 47r spherical domain. In practice, there are many concerns for successful 
spherical representation, such as: subdivision scheme on the spherical domain, 
sampling uniformity, subdivide area uniformity, stretch efficiency, encoding 
efficiency, indexing and querying efficiency, etc. Designing a well balanced 
representation for spherical data sets is challenging. In this thesis, we intro-
duce a novel method for representation of spherical data sets using rhombic 
dodecahedron as the base geometry. By subdividing each spherical rhombus 
in the rhombic dodecahedron with families of skew great circles, we can pro-
duce a low discrepancy, low area standard deviation, low stretch efficiency 
sampling pattern, as well as a very simple analytical look up formula for sam-
ple point location in constant time. We have applied our proposed spherical 
representation to three applications: environment mapping, shadow mapping 
and dynamic HDR environment sequences sampling. 
Cubical environment map is the most popular representation for the envi-
ronment illumination in environment mapping, because of its ease to locate 
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query points in data retrieval process. However, the sampling at the cube 
faces center exhibits under-sampling problem and over-sampling problem ex-
ists at the corners of the cube. A sampling method is designed for different 
data sets. We assume that every part of spherical domain has the same impor-
tance and the sampling pattern should be uniform and suitable for different 
data sets but not data set dependent. When over-sampling occurs, memory 
storage is wasted. In fact, less storage can be used to represent the same infor-
mation. Therefore, sampling uniformity is an important criterion for a good 
sampling method. Our spherical representation distributes sample points on 
sphere more uniformly as compared with the sampling pattern of cube map. 
Applying our pattern for sampling the environment produces a better result 
than using cube map sampling pattern. 
f 
For shadow mapping, cubical shadow map is used to represent the depth 
information of the light source in all directions. As discussed in the previous 
paragraph, the over-sampling and under-sampling problem of cube map results 
in non-uniform sampling pattern. Comparing with cube map, our proposed 
sampling pattern has higher uniformity. Thus, rhombic format shadow map 
produce better result than cubical shadow map on average. 
For rendering of scene which involves objects with mirror reflection prop-
erty, environment mapping techniques can be applied. The color of a vertex 
can be computed by environment map look up. However, for objects without 
mirror reflection property, computing the color of every vertex of an object 
requires the calculation for the illumination contributed by the whole environ-
ment. It is computation intensive to calculate the color of every vertex by the 
illumination information of all pixels in an environment map. Approximating 
the illumination by set of directional light sources, we can save a lot of cal-
culations. To distribute the sample points on the sphere (correspond to the 
position of the set of directional light sources), one should put more sample 
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points in brighter regions and put less sample points in darker regions. The 
HDR environment can be sampled by our sampling method. The number of 
subdivision intervals is chosen to be the power of two so that we may use quad 
tree to represent the subdivision process within each base rhombi. The sphere 
can be hierarchically partitioned so that high-resolution partitioning contains 
low-resolution partitioning. We may build a spherical quad-quad tree to adap-
tively sample the environment using the generated environment map based on 
an importance metric. The first quad refers to the quadrilateral shape of each 
base rhombic face and the second quad refers to the quadruple topology in the 
tree structure. When being applied to the dynamic environment sequences, 
the local adaptive nature of our proposed HDR sampling method suppresses 
the abrupt change in the resultant sampling patterns over time. Consistent 
illumination in the rendering result of the HDR environment sequences is en-
sured. 
Chapter 2 gives a brief discussion on the common spherical data repre-
sentations. An introduction to common types of geometry models is given in 
Chapter 3. Properties of rhombic dodecahedron are also disclosed in this chap-
ter. In chapter 4，we present the subdivision scheme we proposed. Analysis 
on the properties of different geometry models applied with different subdi-
vision schemes is also given in this chapter. Chapter 5 described about the 
data querying process of our proposed spherical representation. Chapter 6, 
chapter 7 and chapter 8 illustrate how we can apply our proposed method 
in environment mapping application, shadow mapping application, Dynamic 
HDR distant environment sequence sampling respectively. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Spherical Data Representation 
In graphics field, cube map or cubical environment map is the most popular 
and commonly adopted representation for spherical data. Hardware imple-
mentation of this representation is available. All recent GPUs already sup-
port the cube map texture type in hardware [13, 41] internally. Cube map 
has been proposed to be used to represent the 360 degree environment data 
by Ned Greene [15] in 1986. It represents the environment using six perspec-
tive images or six textures which can be put together to form a cube. The 
six square texture images are generated by capturing the environment in six 
perspective directions with 90 degree field of view. Each image stores the view 
in one of the corresponding faces from the center of the cube. The cube map 
square images can be set to be of different resolutions which capture the envi-
ronment with different levels of detail. Given a direction for retrieval of data 
value, simple mathematical calculation can be done to determine the cube 
face containing the data and the texture coordinate within that texture. This 
is the reason for its popularity. However, under-sampling problem occurs at 
the middle part of each of the faces and over-sampling problem exists at the 
corners of the cube. The data samples on the sphere are not very uniformly 
distributed. 
4 
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Blinn and Newell [4] proposed to use latitude-longitude map or spherical 
panorama as the representation of environment map. The coordinate is rep-
resented in longitude (range from 0 to 360 degree) and latitude direction (-90 
degree (South Pole) to 90 degree (North Pole)). The u and v parameters of 
the latitude-longitude texture map correspond to the latitude and longitude 
on the sphere. Single point in 3D space at North and South Pole is stretched 
along the top and bottom of the map correspondingly. The top and bottom 
lines correspond to the poles on the sphere and the horizontal center line cor-
responds to equator of the sphere. It has zero distortion along the equator 
but severely distorted at the pole. The over-sampling problem at the pole is 
more serious than the over-sampling problem at the corner part of cube map. 
Dutton [12] was the first to propose using geodesic sphere model. Fekete [17, 
18] used icosahedron with recursive subdivision to model the spherical geo-
graphic data. Faces of icosahedron are projected onto the sphere and recursive 
subdivision is applied to each of the twenty triangular faces to subdivide it 
into four smaller triangles. Inspiring by Lounsbery [28，29], Schroder [37] pro-
posed to use octahedron, consisting of eight triangular faces, with recursive 
subdivision for parameterization of the sphere. The data querying process for 
recursive subdivision scheme is slow for real time application such as envi-
ronment mapping because there is no fast analytical method to perform the 
data querying and retrieval. Apart from this, to be able to store the data on 
the sphere in a 2D texture for encoding, data points within each triangle face 
must be rearranged. The data which are neighbourhood of each other on the 
sphere may not be neighbourhood in the texture domain and the coherence of 
data is not retained. Most of the data encoding method make use of the data 
coherence, thus, such rearrangement does not favour the encoding process. 
Some researchers [14, 46, 42] used spherical harmonics to model the spher-
ical function. For instances, spherical harmonics is used to model the BRDF, 
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directional distribution of radiance function. Spherical harmonics is global 
support function which can model data with smooth change quite well. How-
ever, it is not desirable for modeling of spherical data which sharp change such 
as environment illumination of a mirror reflection object. 




In chapter 2，we have mentioned that one kind of spherical data representa-
tion is to use polyhedrons as base geometry together with the application of 
recursive subdivision on each polygon faces. The polyhedron use is convex 
polyhedron, as convex polyhedron allows the projection of itself on sphere 
without introducing self-intersections. 
In our research, we have make use of rhombic dodecahedron which is a 
kind of spherical polyhedrons. Before we discuss how rhombic dodecahedron 
is employed, we will discuss about some members of spherical polyhedrons 
and its properties. Platonic solids, Archimedean solids and Dual polyhedron 
are three kinds of spherical polyhedrons that will be discussed in section 3.2 
to give a brief idea about spherical polyhedrons. Section 3.3 discuss about the 
polyhedron rhombic dodecahedron. 
7 
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3.2 Platonic Solids, Archimedean Solids and Dual Poly-
hedron 
3.2.1 Platonic Solids 
Platonic solids [45], also named regular solids or regular polyhedra, are mem-
bers of the polyhedron class. It is a three-dimensional regular model make 
up of identical congruent (convex) regular polygons. Cube (hexahedron) is 
the most well-known Platonic solid in the world which is constructed by six 
square faces. There are only five types of Platonic solids. They are cube, 
dodecahedron, icosahedron, octahedron and tetrahedron. 
The properties of Platonic solids [6] are listed below : 
1. All faces are congruent or convex regular polygons. 
2. All vertices of Platonic solids lie on sphere 
3. All solid angles in polygon faces of the Platonic solids are equal 
4. The same numbers of polygon faces meet at every vertex of the Platonic 
solids 
5. All vertex figures constructed from the Platonic solids are regular poly-
gons 
6. All Platonic solids have equal dihedral angles, where dihedral angels 
means angle between two polygon faces. 
7. Convex hull of Platonic solids generate the Platonic solids itself because 
of the convex property. 
8. Dual of Platonic solids generates another Platonic solid. 
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Cube Dodecahedron Icosahedron 
秦如 
octahedron tetrahedron 
Figure 3.1: Platonic solids model 
Platonic solids Number Number of Number Number Number 
Name of sides in faces meet at of faces of edges of ver-
the polygon each vertex (F) (E) tices 
faces (n-side (V) 
polygon) 
Icosahedron 3 5 20 30 12 
Dodecahedron 5 J 12 30 20 
Octahedron 3 4 8 12 6 
Hexahedron 4 3 6 12 8 
(Cube) 
Tetrahedron 3 3 4 6 4 
Table 3.1: Basic property of Platonic solids 
Figure 3.1 shows the shape of the five Platonic solids. Table 3.1 shows some 
basic properties of the Platonic solids icosahedron, dodecahedron, octahedron, 
hexahedron, and tetrahedron. 
For each Platonic solid, F (Number of faces in the polyhedron), E (Number 
of edges in the polyhedron), V (Number of vertices in the polyhedron), can 
be calculated by the number of sides of its polygon faces x and the number 
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of polygon faces meet at each vertex y. Equation 3.1 calculates the number 
of faces. Equation 3.2 calculates the number of edges in the polyhedron. 
Equation 3.3 shows the equation to calculate the number of vertices in the 
polyhedron. 
A-[x-2)-{y-2) (3.1) 
E - 側 (3 2) 
^ = i - { x - 2 ) - { y - 2 ) (3.3) 
3.2.2 Archimedean Solids 
Archimedean solids [45] are three-dimensional semi-regular models make up of 
two or more kinds of regular convex polygons. There are totally thirteen dif-
ferent Archimedean solids. They are cuboctahedron, great rhombicosidodec-
ahedron, great rhombicuboctahedron, icosidodecahedron, small rhombicosi-
dodecahedron, small rhombicuboctahedron, snub cube, snub dodecahedron, 
truncated cube, truncated dodecahedron, truncated icosahedron, truncated 
octahedron, truncated tetrahedron. 
Figure 3.2 shows the shape of the thirteen Archimedean solids. Table 3.2 
shows some basic properties of the thirteen Archimedean solids. For Pla-
tonic solids, the same number of polygon faces meets at each vertex. For 
Archimedean solids, the same property holds. In addition, the sequence or 
arrangement of the polygon faces in cyclic order is the same for each ver-
tex [7]. The arrangement of the polygon faces is shown in Table 3.2 last 
column. 
Seven of the Archimedean solids are formed by applying truncation on 
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o@ Q Q m 
Cuboctahedron great rhombicosi- great rhombi- IcosI- small rhombicosi-
dodecahedron cuboctahedron dodecahedron dodecahedron 
_ • • _ ⑩ 
small rhombi- snub cube snub truncated cube truncated 
cuboctahedron dodecahedron dodecahedron 
•参办 
truncated truncated truncated 
icosahedron octahedron tetrahedron 
Figure 3.2: Archimedean solids model 
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Archimedean solids Num Num Num of Face details Arrangement of 
Name of of vertices polygon faces 
faces edges (F) meet at each 
(F) (E) vertex 
cuboctahedron 14 24 12 8 triangles, 6 triangle-square-
squares triangle-square 
great rhombicosi- 62 180 120 30 squares, 20 square-hexagon-
dodecahedron hexagons, 12 decagon 
decagons 
great rhombicuboc- 26 72 48 12 squares, 8 square-hexagon-
tahedron hexagons, 6 octagon 
octagons 




small rhombicosi- 62 120 60 20 triangles, triangle-square-
dodecahedron 30 squares, 12 pentagon-square 
pentagons 
small rhombicuboc- 26 48 24 8 triangles, 18 triangle-square-
tahedron squares square-square 
snub cube 38 60 24 32 triangles, 6 triangle-triangle-
squares triangle-triangle-
square 
snub dodecahedron 92 150 60 80 trianlges, triangle-triangle-
12 pentagons triangle-triangle-
pentagon 
truncated cube 14 36 24 8 triangles, 6 triangle-
octagons octagon-octagon 
truncated dodeca- 32 90 60 20 triangles, triangle-
hedron 12 decagons decagon-decagon 
truncated icosahe- 32 90 60 12 pentagons, pentagon-
dron 20 hexagons hexagon-
hexagon 
truncated octahe- 14 36 24 6 squares, 8 square-hexagon-
dron hexagons hexagon 
truncated tetrahe- 8 18 12 4 triangles, 4 triangle-
dron hexagons hexagon-
hexagon 
Table 3.2: Basic property of Archimedean solids 
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the Platonic solids. They are cuboctahedron, icosidodecahedron, truncated 
cube, truncated dodecahedron, truncated octahedron, truncated icosahedron, 
and truncated tetrahedron. Truncation process means the removal of part of 
the solid and replaces the removed portion by some polygons. For instance, 
truncated cube is formed by cutting a portion at each of the eight corners of 
the cube and filling up the removed portion part by triangles. 
Small rhombicosidodecahedron is formed by expansion of icosahedron or 
dodecahedron. Similarly, small rhombicuboctahedron is constructed by expan-
sion of cube or octahedron. Expansion of the truncated icosahedron or trun-
cated dodecahedron gives rise to the Great rhombicosidodecahedron. While 
the expansion of truncated cube or truncated octahedron forms the great 
rhombicuboctahedron. Expansion is the displacement of edges or faces of the 
polyhedron. 
Snub Cube and snub dodecahedron are formed by applying a chiral process 
on a unit cube and dodecahedron respectively. Chiral process is to twist the 
polygon faces but keep them on the same plane as before and pull all the 
twisted polygon faces apart. Lastly, filling in the free space between polygon 
faces by triangles to form the snub Cube and snub dodecahedron. 
3.2.3 Dual Polyhedron 
Taking dual or reciprocal on polyhedron result in dual polyhedron [45]. Each 
polyhedron has its corresponding dual. Dual of the dual gives the original 
polyhedron. The steps to construct the dual of Cube are gives as an example 
in Figure 3.3 First step to construct the dual polyhedron is to form the vertex 
figure. Vertex figure for a 2-dimensional polygon is easy to draw. For a vertex 
and the two adjacent edges connecting to this vertex, draw a line segment 
connecting the midpoint of one edge to the midpoint of the other edge. For 
3-dimensional polyhedron, formation of the vertex figures is that for each 
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ee^o 
Cube Vertex Figure of Cube Circumcircle of the vertex 
figure 
Tangential Tangential Dual of Cube - Octahedron 
polygon polygon on Cube 
Figure 3.3: Dual polyhedron construction 
vertex perform the vertex figure construction for every polygon face attached 
to the vertex. Next, a circumcircle is drawn to include the vertex figure of 
each vertex. Lastly, draw tangents to the circumcicle at each vertex of the 
vertex figure form the tagential polygon which results in the face of the dual 
polyhedron. 
Construction of dual of a polyhedron can be understand as replacing each 
face of original polyhedron with a vertex in the dual and replacing each vertex 
ill the original polyhedron with a face in the dual. As a result, original poly-
hedron of V vertices, f faces and e edges gives rise to the dual of f vertices, v 
faces and e edges. 
Table 3.3 listed out the Archimedean solids and its dual polyhedron. Table 
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Archimedean solid Dual polyhedron 
cuboctahedron rhombic dodecahedron 
great rhombicosidodecahedron disdyakis triacontahedron 
great rhombicuboctahedron disdyakis dodecahedron 
icosidodecahedron rhombic triacontahedron 
small rhombicosidodecahedron deltoidal hexecontahedron 
small rhombicuboctahedron deltoidal icositetrahedron 
snub cube pentagonal icositetrahedron 
snub dodecahedron pentagonal hexecontahedron 
truncated cube small triakis octahedron 
truncated dodecahedron triakis icosahedron 
truncated icosahedron pentakis dodecahedron 
truncated octahedron tetrakis hexahedron 
truncated tetrahedron triakis tetrahedron 
Table 3.3: Archimedean solids and its dual polyhedron 
Platonic solid Dual polyhedron 
Icosahedron dodecahedron 
Dodecahedron Icosahedron 
Octahedron Hexahedron (Cube) 
Hexahedron (Cube) Octahedron 
Tetrahedron Tetrahedron 
Table 3.4: Platonic solids and its dual polyhedron 
3.4 listed out the platonic solids and its dual polyhedron. Platonic solids has 
a special property. That is the dual of Platonic solids are themselves Platonic 
solids. 
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3.3 Rhombic Dodecahedron 
3.3.1 Basic Property of Rhombic Dodecahedron 
Rhombic dodecahedron is a convex polyhedron consists of twelve identical 
rhombi connected by fourteen vertices and twenty-four edges. In addition, it is 
interesting to note that the rhombic dodecahedron is a space filling polyhedral, 
known as Zonohedron. Zonohedron is a polyhedron in which every polygon 
face is centrally symmetric. There are several ways to construct the rhombic 
dodecahedron in practice. Section 3.3.2 discuss about some way to do so. 
3.3.2 Construction of Rhombic Dodecahedron 
One of the way to construct rhombic dodecahedron is shown in Figure 3.4. 
Start with a cube with vertices (1,1,1), (1,1,-1), (1,-1,1), (1,-1,-1), (-1,1,1), 
(-1,1,-1), (-1,-1,1), (-1,-1,-1) and an octahedron with vertices (2,0,0), (-2,0,0), 
(0,2,0), (0,-2,0), (0,0,2), (0,0,-2). Now, there are totally fourteen vertices 
all together. By connecting each octahedron vertex to the four neighboring 
vertices from the cube, we make up twelve identical rhombi. These rhombi 
make up a polyhedral rhombic dodecahedron. Finally, by projecting (center-
of-projection at the cube center) everything onto a unit sphere, we obtain 
the spherical rhombic dodecahedron model shown on the right-most side of 
Figure 3.4. 
Another way to construct the Rhombic Dodecahedron is to start from the 
first Archimedean solid, namely cuboctahedron; the rhombic dodecahedron is 
simply its dual. 
3.3.3 Advantages of Rhombic Dodecahedron 
Figure 3.5 shows rhombic dodecahedron and some common type of polyhe-
drons which are experimented in our research. Below each model, number of 
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鲁•珍 
Cube and Octahedron 12 Rhombi Gnomic Projection 
A 
Layout of the Spherical Rhombi 
Figure 3.4: Construction of rhombic dodecahedron and unfolding the rhombic do-
decahedron to show the layout 
vertices v, number of edges e and number of faces f are shown. Those models 
are construction by projection of the polyhedron edges onto the sphere with-
out introducing self-intersections. Icosahedron (Quad) is built by connecting 
neighboring triangles in the icosahedron model into quads. Though there are 
so many choices: in terms of efficiency in representing spherical data sets, 
the rhombic dodecahedron is by far the best geometric structure compared to 
other spherical models we experimented. 
Firstly, rhombi of spherical rhombic dodecahedron are close to square 
shape. If we subdivide the rhombi further into smaller rhombi, the subdivided 
ones are near to square shape and they are not as curved as those subdivided 
squares in the cube model. Besides, subdivision divides those base rhombi into 
grid meshes. The grid meshes of data values can be readily encoded by ordi-
nary encoding method such as embedded encoding. For polyhedron consists 
of polygon face of non-quadrilateral shape, rearrangement of data is needed 
before applying ordinary compression method. For instances, the subdivision 
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Figure 3.5: Spherical models (left-to-right): tetrahedron, octahedron, cube, icosahe-
dron, icosahedron(Quad) and rhombic dodecahedron, based on recursive subdivision 
of model such as tetrahedron, octahedron and icosahedron do not produce grid 
meshes, therefore rearrangement of data into two dimension format is needed 
before applying ordinary encoding which is designed for two dimension data 
format. 
There are some other polyhedrons such as rhombic icosahedron, rhombic 
triacontahedron composed of rhombi. Rhombic dodecahedron consists of 12 
rliombi altogether, each rhombus covers a not-so-small spherical area com-
pared to those higher order rhombic spherical models such as rhombic icosa-
hedron (20 faces) and rhombic triacontahedron (30 faces). If geometry consist 
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of many face is chosen, then many calculation is needed to locate the face 
contains the query point. Therefore, rhombic dodechaedron is a better choice 
than those other high order rhombic spherical polyhedron. If geometry with 
small number of faces is chosen, the computation to locate the face will be 
little. However, the subdivided area will be curved in shape and distortion 
problem is more serious. 
Rhombic dodecahedron allow the construction of six great circles to pass 
through all its twenty-four edges so that at most six dot products are enough 
to determine which rhombus a query point locates. For ordinary polyhedron 
to locate the face contains the query point, we may need to do checking which 
involves N dot products and N cross products (N is the number of edges) for 
each of the face. Quite a lot computation is needed if the polyhedron consists 
of many faces. 
Due to the squared shape of subdivided small rhombi, ease of face location, 
goodness over other rhombic of high order, we adopted rhombic dodecahedron 
as the base geometry for spherical data representation. 
3.4 Summary 
We have given an introduction to Platonic solids, Archimedean solids and 
dual polyhedron. Platonic solids are regular solids, consist of regular convex 
polygons. Archimedean solids are semi-regular solids that formed by more 
than one kind of regular convex polygons. Rhombic dodecahedron which is 
the dual polyhedron of the Archimedean solid cuboctahedron is introduced. 
It consists of 12 rhombi that are very close to square in shape. If we subdi-
vide the rhombi, the subdivided small rhombi are still close to square shape 
and the distortion is not as much as the subdivided area of other geometry. 
Besides, the subdivision result in grid meshes which can be readily encoded 
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by encoding method such as embedded coding. For those geometries with 
non-quad shape, rearrangement of data is needed so as to apply the ordinary 
encoding method since the data are not pack in grid meshes or two dimen-
sions format. In addition, there exists an efficient way to check which face 
a query point locates instead of doing tedious checking face by face. Thus, 
rhombic dodecahedron's advantages favor it as the base geometric structure 
for spherical data representation. 




In chapter 2，we have mentioned that one of the methods for spherical func-
tion sampling is using polyhedron as base geometry together with recursion 
subdivision method. Time consuming and indirect data querying process is 
a major demerit of recursion subdivision method. No analytical equation 
can be derived for the aim of the data querying. One needs to recursively 
go through the recursive hierarchy to locate a query point. For instance, 
many real-time applications such as environment mapping require thousands 
of data retrieval in every frame. Therefore, query efficiency is an important 
issue. Slow querying in recursive subdivision method makes it undesirable for 
real-time applications. In addition, it can only subdivide the base polygons 
into dimension in power of two. Therefore, we have invented a new subdivision 
method namely great circle subdivision which facilitates efficient querying and 
allows subdivision dimension to be non-power of two. Details about how to 
perform efficient data indexing will be discussed in chapter 5. In this section, 
we introduce the basic idea of great circle subdivision first. Next, we explain 
how we derive the small circle subdivision and finally the skew great circle 
21 
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subdivision step by step. Section 4.3 introduces the great circle subdivision 
scheme. Small circle subdivision and skew great circle subdivision will be ex-
plained in section 4.4 and section 4.5 respectively. Although the subdivision 
scheme can be applied to any quad based geometry, we mainly use rhombic 
dodecahedron as an illustration to show how the subdivision method can be 
applied. Finally, section 4.6 analyze the goodness of different base geometries 
applied with different subdivision schemes based on different measurements. 
4.2 Motivation 
The use of standard recursive subdivision is intuitive for tessellating base 
polygons of polyhedron. However, it is inefficient and tedious to locate sam-
ple point value given an arbitrary query location. One has to search through 
the subdivision hierarchy recursively to locate the query data. The look up 
of query data is time consuming which makes it unsuitable for real-time ap-
plications. Motivated by this problem, we invent the great circle subdivision 
to facilitate fast data indexing. Extending from great circle subdivision, we 
derived the small circle subdivision and skew great circle subdivision which 
has better properties. 
4.3 Great Circle Subdivision 
First, let us explain the term great circle. Great circle is a section of a sphere 
that contains a diameter of the sphere. Sections of a sphere that do not 
contain a diameter are called small circles. As mentioned in chapter 3, we 
can construct six great circles to pass through all the twenty-four edges of the 
rhombic dodecahedron. Each base rhombus is bounded by four great circles. 
Basic idea of the great circle subdivision scheme is to partition a base rhombus 
using two sets of great circles: one as horizontal partition lines and the other 
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as vertical partition lines. As a result, each base rhombus can be subdivided 
into a grid of spherical areas. 
Figure 4.1: The basic great circle subdivision: Vertical partitioning 
The basic great circle subdivision is straight-forward and easy to under-
stand. It makes use of the fact that given any two distinct great circles, we 
can always create a simple rotation to turn one great circle to another; and 
the corresponding rotational axis is simply the common diameter of the two 
great circles. Figure 4.1 demonstrates this great circle subdivision scheme for 
a base rhombus with vertices Vq, Vi, Vi and V3 (vectors on a unit sphere). By 
extending opposite edges, vqVi and V2V3 as great circles, we can turn one great 
circle to another by means of a linear rotation. In this way, we can layout 
a set of vertical partition planes over the base rhombus. Then, by repeating 
the same process with edges, vqVs and V1V2, we can layout a set of horizontal 
partition planes and subdivide the base rhombus into grid of spherical areas. 
4.3.1 Normal Space Analysis 
Though the basic great circle subdivision scheme looks simple, it indeed em-
beds an implicit geometric structure over the spherical domain. Fundamen-
tally, a great circle is a planar curve lying on a particular 3D plane which 
passes through the sphere center. If we associate a certain spinning direction 
with a great circle, we can uniquely define a unit normal perpendicular to the 
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great circle plane by means of the right hand rule. As an example, by taking 
the sphere center as the origin, we could compute vq cross vi and Vs cross V2 
(see Figure 4.1 and 4.2) so as to obtain the two corresponding normals noi 
and 77,32 respectively. Just as the rhombus vertices, these two normals are also 
points on the sphere surface, namely normal points. Note that we take vq to 
Vi and to V2 as the common spinning direction. 
_ _ 
Figure 4.2: Normal space (left) and normal curve ngreat{t) (right) 
Based on the same mechanism we create noi and 7132, we can pick up 
a pair of points, say v^ s and V12 in such a way that 1*03 and v\2 are some 
points along geodesies and V1V2 respectively. Following the same spinning 
direction as before, we can construct a great circle going from ？;03 to v^ and 
obtain the associated normal point by v^ cross vh- By randomly picking 
a thousand pairs of V03 (points along geodesies I'ot's) and V12 (points along 
geodesies V1V2) uniformly along their corresponding geodesies, we can plot the 
associated normal points as dots on the unit sphere, shown on the left hand 
side of Figure 4.2. By definition, this spherical area is called the normal space 
because it contains all normal points associated with a valid partitioning great 
circle with respect to boundary great circles vqVi and vsv2. Notice that 
and 7132 locate just at the tips of the normal space. 
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In this way, the problem of creating a family of partitioning great circles 
between two opposite rhombus edges can be reduced to a normal space prob-
lem. That is, if we can make up a spherical curve namely a normal curve 
n{t){t G [0,1])，that goes from noi(t = 0) to ^32(t = 1) without introducing 
any great circle intersection within the base rhombic area, then sampling nor-
mal points along h{t) can produce a family of non-intersecting great circles 
that partition the base rhombus. One introductory example of h{t) is the 
geodesic (see Figure 4.2 (right)) joining noi and and implicitly, this geo-
desic precisely represents the basic great circle subdivision we introduced in 
the section 4.3. 
4.4 Small Circle Subdivision 
In section 4.3.1, we have established the relationship that a partitioning scheme 
for a rhombus can be linked up with a normal curve in the normal space. We 
then started to investigate the structure of recursive subdivision in the nor-
mal space. As for this, we found that no matter we are using a rhombic 
dodecahedron, a icosahedron (quad), or a cube as our base geometry, the re-
sultant partitions generated from the recursive subdivision scheme can always 
be approximated by a set of great circles without too much error. Figure 4.3 
demonstrates these three cases; we can see from the figure that the partition-
ing great circles are very close to the recursive subdivision lines, especially for 
the rhombic dodecahedron. 
In practice, these great circles can be generated by applying slerp (spheri-
cal linear interpolation) independently along the two geodesies vqVz and V1V2 
which is two opposite edges of a base rhombus; by joining corresponding slerp-
interpolated point pairs with great circles, we can obtain a family of partition-
ing great circles in one spinning direction. Furthermore, if we apply normal 
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Cube Icosahedron (quad) Rhombic Dodecahedron 
Figure 4.3: Approximating recursive subdivision by great circles 
space analysis on this set of slerp-interpolated great circles (with the same 
spinning direction) by plotting the normal points associated with each great 
circles on the sphere surface, we can obtain a set of normal points which lies 
between noi and ^32, see Figure 4.4 (left). Surprisingly, we found that it is 
possible to fit a small circle arc over these normal points on the sphere and 
they seem to be evenly distributed along the reconstructed small circle arc. 
Though we could not prove that these normal points lie on a small circle, the 
© Z o o m into the dots (normal points) 
f>� / N 
r- fin] • � � � � / 
I ; � \ : \ 4 Great Circle 
1 U > � � � : : : : : : � � ‘ 
Small Circle ^^^^�� 
Figure 4.4: Point set associated with recursive subdivision (left) and the fitting of 
this point set with a small circle arc (right) 
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derivation between the small circle and the normal point set is so small that 
we could not visualize the derivation, see Figure 4.4 (right). According to this, 
we can create another normal curve, namely hsmaii{t), going from noi to A32; 
and implicitly, this hsmall {t) approximates the recursive subdivision scheme. 
4.5 Skew Great Circle Subdivision 
By using fismall (f) as normal curve, the resultant partitioning great circles no 
longer pass through the common diameter of the two great circles associated 
with the two opposite rhombus edges. Figure 4.5 compares the subdivision 
patterns generated from hgreat{t) and fismaU[t), it is similar to the curve stitch-
ing pattern; and because all partitioning great circles do not intersect within 
the base rhombus, but just skewed with an additional rotation, we call this 
generalized subdivision scheme the skew great circle subdivision. 
f^greariO "麵 / / ( 0 ZOOW Qt t k c f o k 
Figure 4.5: The curve stitching pattern around the Pole 
In reality, hsmaii{t) is not the only choice for skew great circle subdivision; 
as we pointed out previously, we could define whatever h{t) going from noi to 
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^32 SO long as no two successive partitioning great circles intersect within the 
base rhombus. Base on this consideration, we could generalize hgreat{t) and 
孔small � by defining a family of small circle curve n(t, p) going from noi to fi拟 
with respect to parameter p: 
< 
flsmallit) a p = 0 
Ht^p) = flgreatit) i f = 1 
�slerp(n5^a//(^), hgreat(t),p) otherwise. 
In this way, we can improve the sampling uniformity (minimize the sam-
pling discrepancy) against p and the corresponding p, say po, will precisely 
associate with the best normal curve h{t, po), among all h{t, /?)'s. Experimen-
tally, the value of po is found to be 0.121287 and the corresponding normal 
curve h(t, po) is somewhere between � r e a t � and fismall if). 
To the end, we also tired to apply this skew great circle subdivision scheme 
to the icosahedron (quad) model as well as the cube model; however, since 
their base polygon shapes are not as good as the rhombic shape from rhombic 
dodecahedron, their discrepancy is not as good as rhombic dodecahedron with 
skew great circle subdivision. The discrepancy analysis will be discussed in 
section 4.6.1. 
4.6 Analysis 
In this section, we will investigate the goodness of different base geometry 
models with different subdivision methods by means of four measurements 
-sampling uniformity, area uniformity, stretch measurement and query effi-
ciency. Sampling uniformity measures uniformity of sample point distribution 
on the sphere. Moreover, area uniformity measures the variance of the area 
of the subdivided polygons (quad or triangle). The stretch measurement is 
a measurement for the shape of the subdivided polygons. Query efficiency is 
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used to measure the ease of corresponding data value look up given a query 
location. 
4.6.1 Sampling Uniformity 
Sampling uniformity measures how uniform the data distribution is. The best 
way is to distribute sample points according to the importance. In other 
words, distribute more samples in regions with higher importance and vice 
versa. This would be data dependent. We have to investigate on the data in 
order to know where the important regions are. For a good sampling method 
which is designed to be applied on different data sets, the whole sphere should 
be treated as equal importance. Sample points should be distributed uniformly 
on the sphere. For the over-sampled regions, in fact less sample points can be 
put in the area to represent the same information. In other words, memory 
storage is wasted in representing the data which can be represented using less 
sample points. 
To better quantify the goodness of our proposed spherical representation 
over other spherical models, we compare the uniformity of sample point distri-
bution on sphere surface based on discrepancy analysis [10, 11，40]. The basic 
idea of this concept is to measure pair-wise (spherical) distances between sam-
ple points in a quantitative way, i.e., the smaller the distance sum (discrepancy 
value), the more uniform the sample point distribution is. Founded on this, 
Cui et al. [10] devised the generalized discrepancy formula (Equation (4.1)) 
for measuring sample point uniformity on sphere. We have adopted his dis-
crepancy formula for measuring of sampling uniformity. 
N 1 
D = ^ E + (4.1) 
V L ij. L L � � -
where i from 1 to N, is the location of the i-th sample point on a unit 
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sphere. 
Discrepancy calculation for different solid based geometry with different subdivision method 
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Figure 4.6: Discrepancy values against number of sample points for different geom-
etry models with different subdivision methods 
In Figure 4.6, it shows the discrepancy for different base geometries with 
different subdivision methods. It is worth noting that we include in this figure 
the Hammersley point set [34, 49, 10, 50], equal lattice (also known as latitude 
and longitude format) and general spiral set [36] for comparison. Hammersley 
point set is well-known to be an extremely low discrepancy sampling pattern. 
Essentially, this sampling strategy produces a very uniform sampling pattern 
on the 2D sphere surface; however, it has no structure. Thus, it is too hard 
to locate a query data point. Moreover, rearrangement of sample points is 
required for further efficient embedded encoding process. Therefore,it is not 
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suitable for the representation of data sets for application which required fast 
data access. 
Discrepancy calculation for solid based geometry with skew subdivision and some other sampling pattern 
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Figure 4.7: Discrepancy values against number of sample points for quad based 
geometry model applied with skew subdivision and sampling pattern cube map, 
equal lattice, general spiral set and hammersley 
Prom the figure, we can see that the discrepancy of rhombic dodecahedron 
with skew great circle subdivision method is the lowest among all, except 
Hammersley point set. Apart from rhombic dodecahedron, we have applied 
the skew great circle, small circle and great circle subdivision scheme to other 
base geometry such as icosahedron (quad) and cube. However, since their base 
polygon shape is not as good as the rhombic shape, the resultant sampling 
uniformity of them is not very good. On the other hand, the discrepancy of 
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the commonly used spherical representation, cube map, is quite high. At the 
corners of cube map, samples are closer together and over-sampling problem 
occurs here. While at the center of the six cube map faces, samples are more 
far away from each other and under sampling problem exist. 
Figure 4.7 shows only the discrepancy curve for geometry applied with 
skew great circle subdivision scheme and some other sampling pattern for a 
clearer comparison. In addition, logarithm is applied to the discrepancy axis 
of Figure 4.6 but not that of Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.7, you can notice that 
the discrepancy curve actually is very close to the hammersley point set. 
4.6.2 Area Uniformity 
Area uniformity is the measurement of the standard deviation of the subdi-
vided area. Area of the subdivided polygon is always slightly different when we 
apply different subdivision methods to different base geometries. The smaller 
the standard deviation of area, the better the area uniformity is. 
In equation 4.2，Amean is the mean calculation formula for the areas of the 
subdivided polygons. In equation 4.3，AstdOev is the calculation formula for 
the standard deviation of subdivided area. N is the total number of sample 
points on sphere, Ai is the area of the subdivided polygon i. 
A _ E 二 1 如e^i (A 2) 
•^mean — ^ 
A — A / (或—Anean) /a n\ 
AstdDev — y ^ l4.cJj 
The importance of each sample will be roughly the same if the standard 
deviation of area is small. Each sample occupy similar portion of area over 
the whole sphere. In contrast, for large standard deviation of subdivided area, 
samples associated with larger subdivided area have more importance and 
vice versa. Data points in representation with small standard deviation of 
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area have similar importance. Thus, the data can be represent better if the 
standard deviation is small. 
standard Deviation of subdivided area VS Number of subdivided area 
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Figure 4.8: Plot of area standard deviation against number of subdivided area for 
different geometry models and different subdivision schemes 
Figure 4.8 shows the plot of area standard deviation against number of 
subdivided area for various geometry models with different subdivision meth-
ods. Figure 4.9 shows a clearer plot by magnifying the last part of the curve 
in figure 4.8. From both plotting, we can see that cube map with skew great 
circle subdivision, small circle subdivision and great circle subdivision has 
the lowest standard deviation of subdivided area. The standard deviation of 
rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision is the second low-
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standard Deviation of subdivided area VS Number of subdivided area 
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Figure 4.9: Magnified the last part of the plot of area standard deviation 
est. From figure 4.9, we can notice that the difference between the standard 
deviation of these two curves is quite small. The standard deviation of sub-
divided area of cube map, a commonly used spherical partitioning method, 
is very large comparing to the geometry models (such as cube, rhombic do-
decahedron, icosahedron (quad)) with skew great circle subdivision method. 
We can conclude that the standard deviation of subdivided area for rhombic 
dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision is quite low compare to other 
methods. 
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4.6.3 Stretch Measurement 
The shape of rhombic dodecahedron's subdivided area is close to a square. 
Although the subdivided area of cube map is close to square shape also, it is 
more curved than that of rhombic dodecahedron. For instance, at the corner 
part of cube map, the subdivided areas stretch a lot. Stretch measurement 
measures how the data is stretched when it is mapped from the texture domain 
to the spherical domain. The best mapping is that the area ratio of a patch 
occupied in the texture domain is the same as that occupied on the spherical 
domain. Besides, the shape of the patch should also be taken into considera-
tion. If the path is stretched along some directions even if the area ratios in 
both domains are the same, the shape of the patch is not good. Therefore, we 
defined the following formula for the measurement of stretch: 
(二 ( al r- \\ 
S= E (l + |l-ll)*(-) (4-4) 
\i=l \ M J J 
where N is the total number of patches 
M is the total number of pixels in texture 
Ai is the occupied area of the patch i on sphere 
A[ is the number of occupied pixels for patch i in the 
texture 
Fi is the maximum singular value for patch i 
on the tangent projected plane 
7i is the minimum singular value for patch i 
on the tangent projected plane 
In equation (4.4), stretch = ^ corresponds to how the shape of the patch 
is stretched from the texture domain to the spherical domain. Assume the 
size of the patch in texture domain is {k - l){k-l). The corresponding patch 
on spherical domain includes k * k number of vertices. In order to measure 
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how the grid are stretched, we project the k x k vertices onto a tangent plane 
formed at the centroid of the vertices. Instead of the ordinary projection, we 
project the vertices onto the tangent plane as shown in Figure 4.10. q is the 
vector representing the centroid of the vertices on the sphere, p is the vector 
representing the vertex point on the sphere, pt is the projected vector of p on 
the tangent plane T where the projection direction is along the vector q. The 
direction of the vector pt on the tangent plane is the same as the direction of 
V and the length of the vector pt is the same as the geodesic distance between 
q and p. 
^ P , Tangent Plane T 
m 
origin 
Figure 4.10: Projection of vector onto tangent plane 
All of the k X k vertices set V will be projected onto the tangent plane 
as new point set V . Singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied on the 
set V' to check the stretch direction. F corresponds to the maximum stretch 
direction and 7 corresponds to the minimum stretch direction. Therefore, 
stretch = ^ measures how a shape is stretched, stretch = 1.0 when the 
shape of the grid is not stretched along any direction and stretch > 1.0 if the 
shape is stretched along any direction. 
Another situation for stretching is contributed by change in the occupied 
area ratio without affecting the shape of the patch. In such case, the area ratio 
of the patch in the texture domain is either larger or smaller than that in the 
spherical domain. Even if the shape is the same in both domains, the patch 
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on the sphere is not a good shape. In other words, the patch is only stretched 
in all directions with the same force. Therefore, we have to penalize for the 
enlargement and shrinking of the occupied area ratio besides penalizing the 
stretch in patch shape. The term 1 + |1 — corresponds to the 
change in area ratio from texture domain to spherical domain which penalize 
both enlargement and shrinking.告 is the area ratio of the patch i in the 
spherical domain and 会 is the area ratio of the patch i in the texture domain. 
When the area ratio is the same, = 1 and the term 1 + |1 -
( ( ^ ) / ( m ) ) I = 1.0. On the other hand, if the area ratio become smaller or 
larger, 1 + |1 - > 1.0 and the stretch measurement of the patch 
is penalized. 
A patch has the best shape when the patch is not stretched along any 
directions and the area ratio does not change. In other words, both 1 + |1 — 
( ( ^ ) / ( m ) ) I and ^ equal to 1. The stretch measurement S is larger than 1.0 
and the model with stretch measurement nearest to 1.0 has subdivided area 
of the best shape. 
Stretch measurement is proposed to investigate on the shape of the subdi-
vided area on sphere is. Subdivided area with better shape has lower stretch 
measurement and less distortion. Grid patches with better shape can have bet-
ter data approximation if we apply encoding method on data such as DWT, 
DCT, etc. Because those encoding method are designed to encode data with 
square patch shape on flat 2D plane. 
Figure 4.11 shows the stretch measurement measurement for different geom-
etry models with different subdivision schemes. From the plot, we can see that 
cube with great circle subdivision, small circle subdivision and skew great cir-
cle subdivision have the lowest stretch measurement. The curve corresponds 
to rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision is very close to 
the cube geometry stretch measurement curve. Nevertheless, we can see that 
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Figure 4.11: Stretch measurement for different models 
the stretch of rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle is apparently less 
than the commonly used spherical partitioning method cube map a lot. 
The shape of the subdivided area of cube map stretched a lot at the corner 
part. On the other hand, at the center part of cube map face, the area ratio 
of the subdivided area on spherical domain increased a lot as compared to 
that in the texture domain at the center of each cube map face. This explains 
why cube map has high stretch. Icosahedron (quad) as base geometry has high 
stretch measurement because the base shape of the quad of base icosahedron 
is stretched along some directions already. Being affected by the base quad 
shape, further subdivided areas of icosahedron has great stretch. 
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In addition, we only measure the stretch measurement for the model with 
subdivided areas of quad shape only because we are measuring the stretch for 
the mapping from the texture domain to spherical domain. For geometry with 
other base shape such as triangular shape, the subdivided area is in triangular 
shape. The data are stored in texture domain in 2D patch shape which is 
totally different shape from that in the spherical domain, therefore, there is 
no fair comparison. 
4.6.4 Query Efficiency 
Query efficiency is an important criterion concerning the data retrieval process. 
It measures the ease of corresponding data value retrieval given a query point 
q on the sphere. To calculate the data value of the query point q, one can find 
the nearest neighbour on the sphere and return the data value of this nearest 
neighbour as the value for the query point. Query efficiency is important 
since we may need thousands of querying within each frame. For example, in 
environment mapping, we need to look up thousands of reflected or refracted 
vectors within each frame. 
Subdivision scheme should be the major factor that affects the query effi-
ciency. It is known that one has to search through the subdivision hierarchy re-
cursively to locate the nearest neighbour for the recursive subdivision scheme. 
The complexity is linearly increasing as the number of level increases. On the 
other hand, the skew great circle subdivision method, great circle subdivision 
method and small circle subdivision method allow the use of analytical equa-
tion to locate the nearest neighbour. The data querying process for them is 
in constant time complexity with respect to the number of level or number 
of sample points. Therefore, our proposed subdivision method is more ideal 
subdivision method for fast data querying. The details of how we use the 
analytical equation calculation for location of the nearest neighbour will be 
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explained in chapter 5. 
4.7 Summary 
In this chapter, we have introduced the great circle subdivision which allows 
efficient data querying. It makes use of the rotation from one great circle to 
another in generation of partition planes that partition the base quad. By 
combining the partition planes in both vertical and horizontal directions, we 
can then partition the base quad into grid of spherical areas. We further intro-
duce the small circle subdivision methods which implicitly approximate the 
recursive subdivision scheme using the idea of great circle subdivision. Finally, 
we propose the skew great circle subdivision scheme which minimizes the sam-
pling uniformity further by generating a normal curve between the great circle 
subdivision normal curve and small circle subdivision normal curve. 
In section 4.6, we have discussed about the four measurements (sampling 
uniformity, area uniformity, stretch measurement and query efficiency) for the 
measurement of the goodness of a model. From the result showed in sec-
tion 4.6，rhombic dodecahedron has better discrepancy comparing to other 
sampling methods except the hammersley distribution which is not feasible 
for fast data querying. Discrepancy, the measurement of sampling uniformity, 
is a significant factor for selection of data sampling method. We need to have 
uniform sampling on sphere since we do not know the distribution of the im-
portance of data and equal importance in all area on the sphere is assumed. 
Considering stretch measurement and area standard deviation, rhombic with 
skew great circle subdivision has little stretch and low area standard devia-
tion too. While comparing to the commonly used spherical data representation 
method cube map, our proposed method has better discrepancy, smaller area 
standard deviation and less stretch. For query efficiency, our proposed subdi-
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vision method with skew great circle subdivision scheme allows fast querying 
whereas the ordinary recursion subdivision has slow querying. Rhombic do-
decahedron with skew great circle scheme is endorsed to be a good scheme 
among others for data representation on sphere as it has lowest discrepancy, 
low area uniformity, low stretch measurement and fast data query method. 
Therefore, we propose to use this for data representation and sampling for 
spherical data. 
Note that our proposed skew great circle subdivision scheme can be applied 
to different geometry models with quadrilateral base polygon besides applying 
to rhombic dodecahedron. For instance, user may want to keep the cube shape 
as the base geometry model. Prom the analysis section, we can see that by 
applying our proposed skew great circle subdivision scheme, it gives lower 
discrepancy, lower area standard deviation and little stretch than that of cube 
map or cube with recursive subdivision scheme. The query efficiency of cube 
with skew great circle subdivision scheme is also better than that for cube 
‘4 
with recursive subdivision scheme. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Data Querying and Indexing 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the data querying and indexing problem will be discussed. 
Typically, the data indexing problem (or data query problem) can be formu-
lated as this: Given a query point q on the sphere, what is the associated data 
value? As for this, we can either take the value from the nearest sample point 
or compute the weighted average among the nearest sample points. In a word, 
we have to locate the nearest sample point(s) on the sphere. 
In terms of operation, this problem can be reduced into two steps: 
1. Location of the base polygon face that contains the query point q 
2. Within that polygon face, locates the subdivided area containing q 
Section 5.2 discuss about method to index into the base polygon containing 
the query point. It is the same for both recursive subdivision scheme and our 
skew great circle subdivision scheme. Nevertheless, the recursive subdivision 
scheme has no analytical way to locate the query point within a base polygon 
face for step two. Look up of subdivided area containing query point for 
recursive subdivision is to check recursively on each of the four subdivided 
42 
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quad in a level until the last level is reached. No matter where the query point 
locates, it always needs to go into the deepest level before one can locate the 
query point. On the other hand, for the proposed skew great circle subdivision 
scheme, we can derive a mathematical equation for location of query point 
within a base polygon face in constant time independent of the number of 
subdivision levels. Query efficiency of recursive subdivision scheme is poorer 
compared to that of skew subdivision method. Thus, recursive subdivision is 
not desirable for real-time applications such as environment mapping which 
involve lots of querying. The derivation of the indexing equation will be shown 
in section 5.3.1. 
5.2 Location of base polygon 
5.2.1 General Method 
I 
The solution to the first step, location of base polygon, is relatively simple. 
One trivial and straight forward idea is to check for all the polygon faces to 
see which face the query point belongs to. Generally for all base geometry, 
we can locate the polygon face by checking each face against the query point 
using the vertices of the polygon face. 
Given a triangular face with vertices named ；^!, V2, Vs and arranged as 
shown in Figure 5.1 (left), the general and simplest method to check if the 
query point q locates inside a triangular face is as follows: 
function insideTriFace{q^ ^^i， 
1: Nu = Vi X V2 
2: N23 二？;2 X ?；3 
3: Nsi = V 3 X V i 
4: if {{q • iVi2 < 0) or {q . N23 < 0) or {q . N^ < 0) ) then 
5： query point q does not locate within the triangular face 
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Figure 5.1: Icosahedron of triangular face with vertices vl, v2, v3 (left) and Rhombic 
Dodecahedron of quadrilateral face with vertices vl, ”2, v3, vA (right) 
6： else 
7： query point q locates within the triangular face 
8： e n d if 
Steps to check if the query point q locate inside a quadrilateral face with 
vertices vi, V2, vs, v^ arranged as shown in Figure 5.1 (right) is as follow: 
function insideQuadFace{q, Vi,V2, v^, V4) 
1： Ni2 = V i X V 2 
2: A^ 23 =V2 X V3 
3： N34 =VsXV4 
4: N41 = V4 X Vi 
5： if {{q • Ni2 < 0) or {q • N23 < 0) or {q . Nm < 0) or {q - N41 < 0 )) then 
6： query point q does not locate within the quadrilateral face 
7： else 
8： query point q locates within the quadrilateral face 
9： e n d if 
We can notice from above that using the general method for geometry 
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with triangular faces to locate the face containing the query point q, 3 cross 
products and 3 dot products are needed for each face. Similarly, for geometry 
with quadrilateral face like rhombic dodecahedron, 4 cross products and 4 dot 
products are required for each face. 
5.2.2 Tailored Table Look Up Method 
Instead of using the generic method described in section 5.2.1，the rhombic 
dodecahedron has a special property which allows efficient location of the 
face containing the query point. Since we can describe the edges of rhombic 
dodecahedron by a system of six great circles, we can then perform six dot 
products between q and the normals of the six great circle planes. Thus, by 
treating negative and positive results as zeros and ones, we can construct a 6-
bit integer. In this way, if we precompute a 64-entry lookup table for mapping 
such a 6-bit integer to different rhombi, we can instantaneously index the 
matching rhombus containing query point q. 
Figure 5.2: Rhombic dodecahedron with vertices numbered from 0 to 11. Front 
view (left) and back view (right) of Rhombic Dodecahedron is shown. 
Figure 5.2 shows the front view (left) and back view (right) of the rhombic 
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dodecahedron with the vertices numbered from 0 to 11. The six great circle 
passed through all the vertices of the rhombic dodecahedron is defined as 
shown in Table 5.1. 
Great circle Vertices lie on this great circle Normal vector associated 
index plane with this great circle 
0 0，1, 3, 9, 11，13 vo X vi 
1 0，2, 4, 10，12, 13 V2 X Vo 
2 1’ 4，5, 7’ 10，11 v j x v j 
3 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12 V3 x vr 
4 3, 4，6，8，9, 10 vq X V3 
5 1’ 2, 6, 8, 11,12 V2 X ve 
Table 5.1: Great circles definition and its associated normal vector calculation 
Table 5.2 shows the sign of the dot product results of the query point dot 
each of the six great circles' normal when the query point locates within the 
corresponding face. Gi is the normal for the i-th great circle where i = [0,5 . 
The ' + ' symbol refers to positive dot product result and the ' - ' symbol refers 
to negative dot product result. The third symbol '+ /—' refers to cases where 
dot product result can be either positive or negative. Since different faces have 
different sets of dot product sign, we can simply compute the dot products 
of query point and the normal of the six great circles and find the row that 
match the sign pattern in the table. The matching row's corresponding face 
is the face containing the query point. As a result, we don't have to perform 
the checking for all the twelve rhombi one by one using the method described 
in section 5.2.1. 
By treating the positive and negative in Table 5.2 as ones and zeros cor-
respondingly, we can construct 6-bit binary string that corresponding to each 
face. For the ’+/—，symbol, we need to construct a 6-bit binary string by 
treating this as one by assuming it is the case '+ ' . Next, we have to construct 
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Face Sign of query point locates in the face dot Gi Bounded by 
Number ^o ^ ^ G4 G5 Great Circle 
0 + + + + + + / - 0,1,3,2 
1 + - + + / - + + 0,4,5,1 
2 - - + + + / - + 2,3,0,1 
3 + + / - + + + 4,1,0,5 
4 + / - + - + + - 5,2,3,4 
5 + + / - + - + - 3,5,4,2 
6 + / - - + - - + 4,3,2,5 
7 - + /— - + - + 2,4,5,3 
8 + + - - + / - - 0,3,2,1 
9 + - + / - - 一 - 0,1,4,5 
10 - - - - - + / - 3,1,0,2 
_ n - + - + / - - I 5,4,0,1 
Table 5.2: Sign of the dot product of the query point and the six great circles' 
normal when the query point locates within the face 
another 6-bit binary string by treating it as zero by assuming it is the case '—'. 
Consequently, we have two six bit binary strings for each face as there is ’+/—’ 
symbol for all 12 rhombi. The 6-bit binary strings can then be converted into 
a corresponding 6-bit decimal integer. Thus, each face has two corresponding 
6-bit integer. In this way, we can pre-compute a 64-entry look up table to map 
a 6-bit integer to the corresponding rhombus face number. Table 5.3 shows 
this 64-entries lookup table. Each rhombus corresponds to two entries in this 
table. The ’-1’ in the third column in Table 5.3 means that no rhombus face 
can generate such 6-bit binary string or 6-bit integer. 
The problem of locating the rhombus contain the query point q can be 
simplified as the following steps: 
1. Compute six dot product results: q. Go, q-G2, q • G3, q • G4, q. G5 
2. Form a binary string of 6 bits by treating positive dot product result as 
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6-bit 6-bit binary Corresponding 6-bit 6-bit binary Corresponding 
Integer string Rhombi Face Integer string Rhombi Face 
Table Number Table Number 
Index Index 
value value 
_0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 
J . 0 0 0 0 0 1 T o ~33 1 0 0 0 0 1 A 
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 34 1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 
3 0 0 0 0 1 1 -1 ~35 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0 0 ^ 
_5 0 0 0 1 0 1 7 1 0 0 1 0 1 A 
6 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 1 0 0 1 1 0 A 
_7 0 0 0 1 1 1 ^ 1 0 0 1 1 1 A 
_8 0 0 1 0 0 0 — -1 "40 1 0 1 0 0 0 9 — 
_9 0 0 1 0 0 1 6 1 0 1 0 0 1 ^  6 — 
10 ~0 0 1 0 1 0 I 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 ~ ~ 5 — 
11 To 10 11 ~43 10 10 1 1 1 — 
12 0 0 1 1 0 0 -1 ~44 1 0 1 1 0 0 ^ -1 
13 "OO 1 1 0 1 2 — I 5 1 0 1 1 0 1 - 1 — 
14 "OO 1 1 1 0 ~46 1 0 1 1 1 0 - 1 — 
~15 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 "47 1 0 1 1 1 1 ^  1 — 
16 ~0"l 0 0 0 0 11 48 T l 0 0 0 0 8 
"1? 0 1 0 0 0 1 "49 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 1 — 
"T8 0 1 0 0 1 0 110 0 1 0 _ 8 
19 " O l 0 0 1 1 -1 — 1 1 0 0 1 1 - 1 — 
20 "Ol 0 10 0 11 — ~52 110 10 0 ^ -1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 7 1 1 0 1 0 1 ^  -1 — 
0 1 0 1 1 0 4 1 1 0 1 1 0 ^ 4 — 
0 1 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 ^  -1 — 
0 1 1 0 0 0 ^ 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1 
0 110 0 1 A 1 1 1 0 0 1 ^ j l 
26 0 1 1 0 1 0 -1 — 58 1 1 1 0 1 0 5 
27 0 1 1 0 1 1 “ -1 — 1 1 1 0 1 1 - 1 — 
0 1 1 1 0 0 - 1 — 1 1 1 1 0 0 - 1 — 
29 0 1 1 1 0 1 - 1 — 61 T l 1 1 0 1 -1 
30 0 1 1 1 1 0 ~ -1 — 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
31 0 1 1 1 1 1 ^  3 — 63 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
Table 5.3: Rhombic dodecahedron face number look up table mapping 6-bit integer 
table index value to corresponding rhombi 
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bit ’ r and negative dot product result as bit '0' 
3. Convert the 6-bit binary string into corresponding integer 
4. Look up the rhombic face number using Table 5.3 
The general method described in section 5.2.1 for location of the rhombic 
face containing the query point, the worst case required 4 x 12 cross products, 
4 X 12 dot products and 4 x 12 sign checking. On average case, it still require 
4 x 6 cross products, 4 x 6 dot products and 4 x 6 sign checking. Nevertheless, 
making use of the tailored table look up method, we require totally 8 dot 
products, 6 step functions and one table lookup (6 dot products and 6 step 
‘ functions to form the 6 bit string, 2 dot products to convert the 6-bit binary 
string into integral value) for all the worst case, average case and best case. 
Thus, comparing to the ordinary method for location of base face, our tailored 
table lookup method is more efficient method which required less operations. 
5.3 Location of the subdivided area 
For recursive subdivision method, one needs to make use of the general check-
ing method described in section 5.2.1 to locate the subdivided area. For 
instance, for a base polygon of quadrilateral shape with vertices Di, ”2, 
and V4 contains a query point define the next level subdivision as com-
posed of quad with vertices V12, V13, Vu), (v2u V22, ^23, V24), i'i^SU ？ 3^2, 
幻 3 3’ 幻 3 4 ) and (1*41’ V42, V43, V44). By applying the checking method described 
in section 5.2.1 for all the four subdivided quad, one can know which sub-
divided quad the query point locates. Thus, to locate the subdivided area 
containing a query point in recursive subdivision method; one can recursively 
subdivide all quads in a level into four smaller quads starting from the first 
level; perform the checking until the last level is reached. The complexity for 
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query point look up within a quadrilateral shape polygon is 0{level) in terms 
of level and 0(log(n)) in terms of number of data points. Similar method 
can be applied to base polygon of triangular shape with recursive subdivision 
method. The complexity increase as the number of sample points increase for 
recursive subdivision method. On the other hand, our proposed skew great 
circle subdivision method has mathematical method for query point location 
and the complexity is independent of the number of sample points. In addi-
tion, the recursive subdivision method does not allow subdivision dimension 
of non-power of two. The following section gives detailed explanation on the 
derivation of index equation for the proposed subdivision scheme. 
5.3.1 On Deriving the Indexing Equation 
The formation of the normal curve is not only useful for great circle partition-
ing, but it is also useful in data indexing problem. Given a valid normal curve 
n{t), it can generate non-intersecting great circles sweeping through the entire 
base rhombus from one edge to the other; thus, every location on the base 
rhombus could be associated with a certain great circle defined with a certain 
t. In this way, if q locates inside a rhombus, we can always find a certain great 
circle passing through q; since the associated normal point is perpendicular to 
this great circle plane, we have 
q • h{t�= 0 
As a result, the indexing problem can be reduced to the above simple 
equation: given q, solve for t. It is worth noting that we assume a uniform 
sampling along h{t) while constructing a family of partitioning great circles. 
We can quantize the resultant t value so as to locate the specific horizontal 
strip on the base rhombus. By repeating the same process on the vertical set 
of partitioning great circles, we could determine the specific subdivided area 
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containing q. 
修 _ 
Figure 5.3: Solving q . n{t) = 0 by intersection of Nq and h{t) 
In geometric point of view, the above dot product equation can be inter-
preted as a plane-curve intersection. In a word, given the query point q, we 
can construct a 3D plane, say Ng, through the sphere center and perpendicular 
to q. If q • h{t) = 0 has a solution, Nq should intersect n{t). As an example, 
for the case of n{t, po), as long as we sample normal points along n{t, po) uni-
formly, after figuring out the intersection point between Nq and h{t, po), we 
can then quantize the resultant vector in some way for finding t. 
Determining t from n(i, po) and q 
Mathematically, any small circle can be interpreted as the cross-section of a 
3D plane and a sphere. Thus we can construct the 3D cross-section plane, say 
Ns, containing n(t, po), fioi and hs� . Now, let a be the normal of Ns directed 
from the sphere center (origin) towards Ns\ we can then uniquely define the 
small curve arc based on noi, and a. 
—t 
Next, base on these three unit vectors, we can compute h, which is the 
projection of fioi along a and then decompose noi and hs2 as follows: 
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爆參 
e sphere center 
Figure 5.4: Cutting out the small circle plane, Ng 
r 、、， , 卜 01 = h + yoi 
h = (noi • a)a and < — 
[^32 = h + V32 
where ^bi and Vs2 are projections of noi and hs2 on Ns, respectively. Figure 5.4 
illustrates the location of these vectors. 
Furthermore, to facilitate the data indexing, we also precompute Gs, I, '^ oi 
and ？>32 (note: these are all quantities on Ng): 
I = 1^011, ^01 = = V32/I, and 6 = cos~^({)oi • 1)32). 
By applying slerp interpolation from Vqi to 远2，we can represent any nor-
mal point along ?i(t, p) as 
… � ， � s i n ( ( l - t)e). , s i i 刺、 1 , ^ 
n{t) = I . � ^01 + /幻32 + h. 
_ sin 6 sin 6 
Note that since i)oi and ？>32 are unit vectors, the slerp-interpolated result 
is always a unit vector. Therefore making the slerp-interpolated result h{t) 
having the same length as ^oi and 远2, we have to multiply it by length I. 
Assuming q locates inside the base rhombus, the indexing equation becomes 
(put a = t9): 
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. � s i n ( ( l - t)e) — , sin(明 4 丄 d „ 
q . • ^ Vol + . \ V32 + h = 0 sin 6 smu 
{q • Vol) (sin 9 cos a — cos 6 sin a) {q - V32) sin a { q - h) sin 6 = 0 
—• 
By putting A = (^ •^32) —(q-Voi) COS0, B = ( f f o i ) sinO, and C = (q-h) sin0, 
we have 
sin a + B cos a + C = 0 
In case A and B are non-zero, we let tan(l) = B/A, the above equation can 
be reduced to 
cos 0 sin a 4- sin 6 cos a = — = = 2 = = 
^ ^ + B2 
Re-formula the sin in the above equation by tan, we get 
a = tan_i(——, ) - 6 
a = tan-i(• —� ) - tan-^B/A) (5.1) 
Equation (5.1) can be further simplified, but we need to derive the formula 
used for simplification first. It makes use of the tangent angle addition formula: 
tan(A-B) = 二 二 . 
Substitute A = tan—i x, B = tan—i y into the tangent angle addition for-
mula, it becomes 
, 一1 � tan(tan_i x) — tan(tan~^ y) 
tan(tan-工 一 tan一 = i + t a n ( t a n - x ) tan( tan-
, -1 \ oc — y tanltan" x — tan y ) = 
xy 
tan"^ X - tan"^ y = tan~^ f (5.2) 
1 + xy 
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Therefore, we may let CD = ^ 科 a n d BA = f , equation (5.1) 
becomes a = tan—i CD — tan—i BA. Now, it has the same format as equa-
tion (5.2)，we can apply equation (5.2) to the right hand side of equation (5.1) 
by substituting x as CD and y as BA. Equation (5.1) can then be reduced 
to: 
, _ i CD-BA 
a 二 tan — - — -
l + CD'BA 
, -1 CD-BA 
to = tan — — — 
CD-BA 
+ 1 -1 CD-BA t = - tan — — ~ ( 5 . 3 ) e I + CD-BA V 7 
Note that it is impossible for both A and B to be zero. This can be proved 
by contradiction. Assume both A and B are zeros. Then, B = 0 implies 
q • Vol = 0 because 0 < 0 < tt (9 = 7r/3 in the rhombic dodecahedron model). 
Also, A = 0 implies q-Vs2 = 0 because q-voi = 0. Thus, q has to be parallel to 
h, which contradicts the fact that q is on the base rhombus (see Figure 5.4). 
Thus, A and B cannot be zero at the same time. 
In summary, determining t is simple: first, we pre-compute the quantities 
independent of q: 6, h, Vqi and ^32. When q is given, we can compute A, B and 
C. Next, we can compute CD and BA. Finally following equation (5.3), we 
can obtain t efficiently. Knowing t for both horizontal partitioning and vertical 
partitioning sets, we know which subdivided area the query point locates. 
5.4 Summary 
The data indexing problem can be broken down into two main steps. We lo-
cate the base rhombus containing the query point in the first step. Next step 
is to locate the subdivided area containing the query point within that rhom-
bus. The ordinary recursive subdivision scheme neither has fast face location 
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nor efficient analytical method in data indexing. To locate the subdivided 
area within a base polygon, it has to recursively search through the recur-
sive hierarchy. For our proposed scheme, all edges of rhombic dodecahedron 
can be described by a system of six great circles allow us to make use of the 
tailored efficient table lookup method in the first step. Analytical equation 
is used in the second step. Detailed derivation of the mathematical equation 
used to index into the nearest subdivided area within the rhombus contains 
the query point is explained in this chapter. Making use of the tailored table 
lookup and the derived mathematical equation, our proposed skew great circle 
method can perform data indexing efficiently. 
When we introduced h{t, po) in the previous section, readers may ques-
tion that the family of small circles generated cannot cover all possible non-
intersecting great circle partitioning. h{t, po) can only generate a small subset 
of valid normal curves. We may be able to find a complicated normal curve 
which produces better subdivision. However, we have to take the data index-
ing issue into consideration. It could be too hard or too time consuming to 
solve the data indexing equation if a complicated normal curve is chosen. Due 
to this drawback, we put forward to use h{t, po) because of its simplicity and 
efficiency in computation. 




The environment mapping [21] discussed in this section refers to the modeling 
of metallic shiny surfaces reflection only. Blinn and Newell [2, 4] had intro-
duced the reflection map technique to simulate the mirror highlights. They 
made use of panoramic map to capture an omnidirectional view of an environ-
ment. A few assumptions are made so as to use such technique. The objects 
surround and the lighting of the surrounding environment are assumed to be 
distant away. In addition, assume that variation in position does not affect 
the reflected appearance of the mirror surface. Given the normal vector and 
the incident ray (the vector pointing the object from the viewing position) 
of the mirror reflection surface, the reflected ray direction can be calculated. 
Reflected ray is reflected in the incident ray's mirror direction. The reflected 
ray direction in the panoramic map is looked up for the illumination of that 
point on the surface for perfect specular reflection. 
Spherical panoramic map [4] and cube map [15, 16] are commonly used for 
parameterization of environment maps (mapping from directions to texture 
coordinates). The sampling uniformity is not very good due to over sampling 
56 
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and under sampling problem in both maps. Storage is wasted in storing the 
redundant over sampled environment data such as the corner part of cube map 
and the top part and bottom part of the spherical map. In this chapter, we will 
discuss how we can make use of the rhombic dodecahedron with skew great 
circle subdivision to parameterize the sphere for capturing of environment 
data. We will also illustrate how the environment data can be stored in 
two dimensional rhombic texture format. The texture look up process using 
texture coordinate parameterized by the reflection vector will be explained. 
6.2 Related Work 
Haeberli and Segal [19] had proposed the texture mapping technique. En-
vironment mapping may be achieved through texture mapping by capturing 
the environment using a texture. Spherical panorama or latitude-longitude 
map [4] is proposed for capturing of the omni-directional environment illumi-
nation and modeling of mirror highlights. It is 360 in longitude and range from 
—90 degree (South Pole) to 90 degree (North Pole) in latitude. Single point in 
3D space at North and South Pole is stretched along the top and bottom of the 
map correspondingly. The aspect ratio of width to height of this panoramic 
map is 2 : 1, and it has zero distortion along the equator. Sampling pattern 
of this panorama is not uniform. Whitted [47] proposed a more accurate but 
slower method for modeling of mirror highlights. Miller [30] proposed to the 
idea of illumination map for modeling lighting of the environment. 
Parabolic maps [22, 23，31] is another type of map used to parameter-
ize the environment. It uses two maps to represent the environment. Each 
corresponds to one hemisphere. 
Cube map has been proposed to be used for parameterize the environment 
15, 16，44]. In recent years, cube map format environment map is commonly 
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used for representation of the illumination of the surrounding environment 
in graphics field. Cube map stores the environment as six independent per-
spective images. One may put the camera at the position where the mirror 
reflection object is being put. The environment can be captured by setting 
field of view to be 90 degree and aspect ratio to be one to one at six different 
directions (front, back, top, bottom, right, left). Six faces should be able to 
form a cube shape box where data in the edge of a face is consistence to the 
edge data in the four neighbouring faces. Given a reflection vector or reflection 
direction, there are some hardware functions in shader programming for look 
up of the corresponding cube map entry's color. For software look up method, 
first step is to locate the cube map face responsible for this direction and then 
calculate texture coordinate within that face. It is known that over sampling 
problem occurs at the corner of cube map and under sampling problem ex-
ists in the center of each cube map faces. Thus, the sampling pattern is not 
uniform. 
In computer graphics field, the most commonly used format of texture is 
cube map format texture. Thus, we compare the proposed sampling method 
with cube map during the experiment for the use in environment mapping. 
6.3 Methodology 
The general environment mapping technique with the aid of shader is as follow: 
1. Texture preparation 
Preparation of the environment map texture representing the environ-
ment being reflected. The environment map can be in different formats 
(spherical panoramic format, cube map format, our proposed texture 
format) which corresponds to different spherical sampling methods. The 
generation of texture corresponding to our proposed partitioning method 
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will be discussed in section 6.4. 
2. Texture loading 
The environment map texture is loaded for later use. Given a vector 
direction, fast look up strategy should be available for real-time environ-
ment mapping. 
3. Object rendering and color look up 
Object reflecting the environment is rendered. For each fragment, the 
viewing vector is calculated using object surface position and the camera 
position. By making use of viewing vector and normal vector of the 
surface, the reflection vector can be calculated. The color of the surface 
is looked up into the environment map texture using the reflection vector 
calculated. Figure 6.1 shows the relationship between camera position, 
viewing vector, normal vector and the reflection vector. 
6.4 Data Preparation 
Before we can perform environment mapping, we first need to prepare the 
environment map texture. We need to sample the environment according to 
our rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision sampling pattern 
and store it as texture for later look up process. We may treat the cube 
map format or spherical panoramic format environment map in very high 
resolution as the original environment. By re-sampling these environment 
maps, we are able to sample the environment. We call the representation of 
our sampling pattern in two-dimensional format the “ rhombic texture". Note 
that the number of sample points of the environment map used for re-sampling 
should be at least four times that for the rhombic texture. 
I ： 
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Figure 6.1: Reflected vector, normal vector and viewing vector's relationship is 
shown. Color of mirror reflection surface is look up in the direction of the reflected 
vector. 
6.4.1 Re-sampling of Data on Sphere 
Location of Re-sampled Sample Points 
Rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision scheme is a kind 
of parameterization for sphere. It defines how the sphere is subdivided into 
different partitions. However, we haven't defined how to locate the sample 
points on the sphere yet. One way is to locate the re-sampled data point at 
the middle of each subdivided quad, the other way is to locate the re-sampled 
data point at the grid point of the grid formed by the subdividing lines. 
Figure 6.2 shows the patterns when we locate the sample points at the 
middle of the subdivided quad and on the grid. The number of subdivided 
area within each base rhombus is 10 x 10 in this figure. If the sample points 
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Figure 6.2: Rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision. Sampling 
point located in the middle of the subdivided quad (left) and sampling point located 
at the grid point (right) 
locate oil the grid line intersection, those lie on the grid lines shared by more 
than one base rhombus are duplicated. Those sample points appear in at least 
two base rhombi. We can either count the duplicated sample points once or 
count it whenever it appeal's. In other words, for the sample points appear 
at the grid line intersection of two rhombi, we can count it as one data point 
or two data points. Note that even we can count the duplicated data point 
to be one data point during the discrepancy calculation; it is stored as many 
times as it appears. Thus, there are totally three different kinds of method 
for location of sample points and counting of sample points on sphere. They 
are location of sample points on grid line intersection with duplicated points 
removed (count duplicated points as one data point), location sample points 
on grid line intersection without removing duplicated points (count duplicated 
points as many times as they appears) and location of sample points at the 
middle of the subdivided quad. 
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Discrepancy for rhombic dodecahedron using differnt kinds of subdivision method and distribution of sampling points 
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Figure 6.3: Discrepancy comparison for rhombic dodecahedron with different sub-
division methods and different kinds of distribution of sample points 
Figure 6.3 shows the discrepancy plotting for rhombic dodecahedron with 
different subdivision methods, different types of sample points location and 
different duplicated sample point counting methods. FVom the result, we can 
see that for rhombic dodecahedron, no matter which subdivision method we 
use, location of sample points in the middle has the lowest discrepancy. If 
we locate the sample points on grid line intersection, the sample points are 
duplicated and some of the storage is wasted in storing duplicated data points. 
Therefore, we have chosen to locate the sample points in the middle of the 
subdivided quad. 
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Jitter Sampling 
We already defined the location of sample points. Next, we have to define 
how to perform the data value assignment for each sample point during the 
re-sampling process. Each subdivided quad has a sample point located at the 
middle. One simple way for data value assignment is to calculate the vector 
direction corresponding to the middle position of the subdivided quad, assign 
the value of the nearest neighbour in the original environment map (high 
resolution cube map texture or high resolution spherical panoramic texture) 
to that sample point. Such evaluation is fast and simple but inaccurate. In 
order to have more accurate assignment of data value, we have to take more 
than one sampling. 
Jitter sampling is the technique for data value assignment. Instead of 
shooting one ray for look up of a sample point data value, we shoot a few 
random rays (M^) within the subdivided quad for determination of the data 
value. We subdivided each small quad into M x M blocks, and find a random 
ray within each block. There are totally M^ number of random rays. For each 
of these rays, we look up the original texture for the nearest data point value. 
Data value weighted by the area ratio corresponding to each block results in 
the final data value needed. 
Another problem arises then. How many jitter sample points within each 
subdivided small quad is needed? Each entry in the rhombic texture does 
not approximate the data value very well if too few jitter samples are used. 
However, if we use too many jitter samples, it may be very time consuming and 
the PSNR of the rendered result using the corresponding texture may not be 
increased too much. Therefore, we have done the jitter sampling experiment 
to find the number of jitter samples we should use. 
Figure 6.4 shows the plotting of PSNR against number of jitter samples 
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PSNR against number of jitter sampling used for dataset Iib2 
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Figure 6.4: PSNR against number of jitter sampling with different resolutions of 
subdivision for data set (a) lib2 (b) icepalaceday 
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for data set lib2 (Statue of Liberty) and data set icepalaceday. Different color 
curves correspond to different sampling resolutions for the rhombic texture 
of the same data set. The sampling resolution is 12 x TV x iV where N is 
the number of subdivision segments for each base rhombus. For instance, 
the curve black in color corresponding to the PSNR against number of jitter 
sampling for data set lib2 or icepalaceday where the sampling resolution of 
the rhombi texture is 12 x 362 x 362. 
From the plotting, we can see that for data set lib2, it starts to cut off when 
the number of jitter samples used is 4. To be safe, we take the second cut 
off point (9 jitter samples) instead of the first cut off point (4 jitter samples). 
Therefore, we have perform 9 jitter samples within each subdivided small quad 
in our research for the re-sampling process from original environment map to 
our rhombi texture. 
6.4.2 Preparation of Texture 
By performing the jitter sampling during re-sampling, each sample points is 
associated with a data value. Figure 6.5 shows the sample points data value 
in our proposed sampling pattern on sphere for the data set lib2. It is needed 
to store the sampled data values on the sphere into a two-dimensional for-
mat texture for application like environment mapping, shadow mapping, etc. 
Therefore, we pack the data values of the rhombic faces into a two dimensional 
texture. Data of each face is treated as a tile and the twelve tiles are arranged 
in a 4 X 3 manner as shown in Figure 6.6. 
One of the merits to arrange it in an ordinary two dimensional image for-
mat is that common image encoding and compression method can be applied 
readily. The tiles are designed to be packed and orientated as shown in Fig-
ure 6.6 so as to make most of the rhombic faces next to their neighbouring faces 
in the two-dimensional texture. It can be seen that the tiles corresponding to 
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Figure 6.5: Data set lib2 (Statue of Liberty) sampling on sphere. Panoramic data 
lib2 in cube map format image courtesy to Laurent Thion. 
faces 0,1, 2, 5，6, 7, 9,10 formed a continuous set where each tiles are next to 
their neighbours within the set, the tiles corresponding to faces 11,4,8 formed 
another continiioiis set and the tile corresponding to face 3 alone formed a set. 
Each rlioiiibic face is subdivided into smaller quad by vertical and horizon-
tal partitioning lines produced by the skew great circle subdivision scheme. 
The vertical partitioning and horizontal partitioning is performed on two pairs 
of opposite edges. The partitioning can be performed in the direction from 
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Figure 6.6: Sampled data set lib2 (Statue of Liberty) stored as rhombic texture 
format. Each tile is labeled with its face number. 
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the first edge to the second edge or from the second edge to the first edge. 
Therefore, there are totally four combinations of direction of partitioning as 
both horizontal and vertical partitioning has two partitioning directions. Let 
say ？;0’ vl, v2,v3 are the vertices of a rhombus. Each of the four combination 
of partition direction is associated with one of the four vertices. These vertices 
can be seen as origin of partitioning as the first partitioning great circles in 
both horizontal and vertical direction intersect at this point. We have to take 
into consideration the continuity of the neighbouring tiles when we choose the 
origin of partitioning. If we choose an inappropriate origin of partitioning, it 
affects the orientation of the rhombic face data in the rhombic texture. As 
a result, the rhombic texture image will not be continuous even the tiles are 
put next to their neighbours. This proposed packing of tiles and orientation 
of faces favours the texture encoding or compression process since a large part 
of the texture is continuous. 
Figure 6.6 shows the rhombic texture for the data retrieval using nearest 
neighbour look up. For bilinear interpolation, we need to generate a new 
rhombic texture. It can be simply done by adding four edges to every tile 
where the edges have the same color as the boundary edge of the neighbour-
ing rhombic faces. During the texture look up process, we need to set the 
GL丄INEAR for loading of texture and modify the offset for texture look up 
to make bilinear interpolation possible. 
6.5 Reflection and Refraction by environment mapping 
6.5.1 Location and Retrieval of Data 
Given a vector direction (query vector) in three-dimensional space correspond-
ing to the reflection or refraction direction, we should have fast method to look 
up into the data (or color) in the rhombic texture. 
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The data querying and indexing problem had been discussed in Chapter 5. 
It involves two main steps. First, the base rhombus containing the query vector 
is located. Secondly, we locate the subdivided area containing the query vector 
within the rhombus. Section 5.2.2 mentioned about the tailored table look up 
method for rhombic dodecahedron to determine the base rhombus containing 
the query vector. Section 5.3 derived the equation for location of subdivided 
area within the rhombus containing the query vector. We need to solve t in 
the equation (5.3) for both horizontal partitioning and vertical partitioning 
so as to know the position of the query vector in both horizontal and vertical 
subdivision direction. Recall that t is a value within the range [0,1] from 
section 4.3.1. It corresponds to the t values for equation n{t, po) which used 
to locate the great circle for subdivision of the rhombi in horizontal or vertical 
direction. ^ = 0 corresponds to the first subdivision great circle and t = 1 
corresponds to the last subdivision great circle. By mapping t from the range 
0，1] to [0, nsegment] where nsegment is the number of subdivision segment 
in one partitioning direction, the two nearest partitioning great circles can 
be known, t in both vertical and horizontal direction corresponds to the row 
number r and column number c for indexing into the tile containing the data 
of the corresponding rhombus face. 
To access the data values corresponds to the query vector, we need to 
calculate a displacement values for the row and column index. Knowing the 
face number of the rhombus face contains the query vector, we can map it 
to the corresponding row number R and column number C of the 4 x 3 tiles 
arrangement rhombic texture. The row index and column index for look up 
of the data values associated with the query vector should he R-\-r and C + c 
respectively. 
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6.5.2 Cg Implementation 
For real time environment mapping to be possible, fast querying of data values 
from texture is necessary. We need to have some fast implementation so that 
the look up process is fast as it is needed to look up over thousands of reflection 
or refraction vector direction every frame (at least every 1/30 seconds if frame 
rate is 30 fps). We have implemented the environment mapping using Cg 
shader programming (C for graphic programming language). In this section, 
we will discuss how we implement the texture look up using Cg so as to make 
real time environment mapping feasible. 
Cg Source Code for main function: 
00: floats main( in floats normalVec : TEXCOORDO , 
01: in floats eyepos : TEXCOORDl , 
02: in floats eposition : TEXC00RD2 ) : COLOR 
03: { 
04: floats incidentVec; 
05: floats vec; 
06: float4 texcoord; 
07: float2 envirMapOffset; 
08: floats outColor; 
09: 
10: incidentVec = eposition - eyepos ； 
11: normalVec = normalize(normalVec)； 
12: 
13: #if(ief REFLECT 
14: vec = normalize(reflect(incidentVec, normalVec )); 
15: #else 
16: vec = normalize(refract(incidentVec, normalVec, 1.5))； 
17: #endif 
18: 
19: texcoord = rhom_dodec(vec)； 
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20: envirMapOffset = f2texRECT(G_facenvunIndexVector2envirMapindex, texcoord.xy)； 
21: outColor = fStexRECT(G_environmentMap, envirMapOffset+texcoord.zw)； 
22: 
23: return outColor; 
24: } 
The source code above is the main function in Cg code. Line 10 - 17 
calculates the reflection vector or refraction vector used for look up into the 
environment map. In line 19，we called the rhom.dodec shader function we 
wrote for determination of the face number containing the look up vector, the 
row number and column number used for look up within the corresponding 
tile. Line 20 and line 21 make use of the return value from the rhom_dodec 
function to calculate the index offset used to lookup into the rhombic texture. 
Next, we will discuss about the rhom.dodec implementation to see how we 
can perform fast location of the query vector given a look up vector direction. 
Cg Source Code for rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision 
method to return the face number and row and column number within the 
rhombic face: 
00: float4 rhom_dodec ( float3 dir ) 
01: { 
02: half3 facenmnlndexVectorl ； 
03: half3 facenumIndexVector2 ； 
04: half2 facenumLookupIndex ； 
05: float2 texcoord ； 
06: floats new.dir ； 
07: floats tmp ； 
08: float GDI , BAl ； 
09: float CD2 , BA2 ； 
10: 
11: facenxunlndexVector 1. x = saturate ( dot ( dir , G_greatCircle_set [ 0 ] ) ) ； 
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12: facenumlndexVector 1. y = saturate ( dot ( dir，G_greatCircle_set [ 1 ] ) ) ； 
13: facentunlndexVector 1.z = saturate ( dot ( dir , G_greatCircle_set[2]))； 
14: facenvunIndexVector2. xyz = saturate ( dir.xzy * rhom_dodec_y )； 
15: facenvimIndexVector2. x = saturate ( dot ( dir , G_greatCircle_set [ 3 ] ) ) ； 
16: 
17: facenvunLookupIndex. x = ( dot ( facenumlndexVector 1 • 8 + faceniunIndexVector2, 
half3 ( 4.0 , 2.0 , 1.0 ) ) ) ; 
18: 
19: //======================================================= 
20: II Vertical set 
21: new.dir.xyz = floats(dot(dir,h3texRECT(G_vert_vl_set, facenumLookupIndex)), 
dot(dir,h3texRECT(G_vert_v2_set, facenumLookupIndex)), 
dot(dir,hStexRECT(G_vert_hvec_set,facenumLookupIndex))); 
22: tmp = floats ( new_dir.x , new_dir.y , -new_dir.z )； 
23: CDl = new_dir.z • rsqrt ( dot ( new_dir , tmp ) ) ； 
24: BAl = new_dir.X / new_dir.y ； 
25: 
26: //======================================================= 
27: II Horizontal set 
28: new_dir = mul ( G_RotateMatrix，new_dir )； 
29: tmp = floats ( new_dir.x , new_dir.y ， -new_dir.z )； 
30: CD2 = new_dir .z • rsqrt ( dot ( new_dir , tmp ) ) ； 
31: BA2 = new_dir.X / new.dir.y ； 
32: 
33: //======================================================= 
34: II Processing both set 
35: tmp.xy = float2 ( CDl - BAl , CD2 - BA2 )； 
36: new_dir.xy = float2 ( CDl * BAl + 1 , CD2 * BA2 + 1 )； 
37: texcoord.xy = ataii2 ( tmp.xy , new一dir.xy )； 
38: 
39:#ifdef NEAREST.MODE 
40: texcoord = floor ( G_nsegment_Vec.y * texcoord )； 
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41:#else 
42: texcoord = G_nsegment_Vec.y • texcoord; 
43:#endif 
44: return float4 ( facenumLookupIndex , min ( texcoord , G_nseginent_Vec. x ) ) ； 
45: } 
Line 11 - 15 is corresponds to that we discussed in section 5.2.2. We test 
the dot product of the six great circles against the query vector. The x,y,z 
channel of both f acenuinlndexVectorl and f acenuinIndexVector2 stores the 
checking value corresponds to one of the six great circles. The stored value is 
0 if the query vector lies on the same side of the normal of the checking great 
circle, otherwise, it stores 1. The great circle normal is scaled by a large value 
so that saturate function instead of step function can be used to map the dot 
product value to 0 or 1. facenumlndexVectorl and facenumIndexVector2 
combine together to form a 6-bit binary string of zeros and ones. Line 17 
maps this binary string into the corresponding decimal integer. That is to 
map the value in the format of the second column into the value in the first 
column in Table 5.3. Instead of doing one more texture look up to retrieve 
the exact face number, we just keep this number and use it for further texture 
look up because it already implicitly implies the face number. On the other 
hand, we may use twelve "if-then-else" statements to check which face the 
query vector belongs to. However, in some version of shader every branches 
in the “ if-then-else" statements is executed which increases the computation 
times. Therefore, we did not use “ if-then-else" statements for determination 
of face number. 
Equation (6.1) which is derived in section 5.3.1 is the equation for calcula-
tion of the t value (in range [0,1]) using CD and BA which tells the location 
of the query point in the vertical partitioning direction or horizontal parti-
tioning direction within a rhombus face. CD and BA actually make use of 
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three variables {A, B and C) for calculation. The equation for calculation of 
A^ B and C is shown in equation (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4). 
In line 21 - 24 and line 25-31，we compute the CD and BA value for the ver-
tical partitioning set and the horizontal partitioning set respectively. Actually 
equation A = {q-v^2) — {Q'Voi) cos 6 can be rewritten as A = q'{v32 — Voi cos 9). 
Line 21 calculates the value of 乂„，By and Cy for vertical partitioning set. 
Each face has its own set of ^32, foi and h values and the values are fixed. 
Thus, we pre-compute the values of a = Vs2 — vqi COS 6 ，b = vqi sin 9 and 
c = hsinO for each face and put it into texture G_vert_vl_set, G_vert_v2_set 
and G_vertJivec_set respectively. Making use of the f acenumLookupIndex, 
we can look up the corresponding values needed. By doing dot product with 
the query vector d ir , we can get the values for A, B and C and it is put 
in the variable newdir .xyz. In line 22 - 23，dot product is used to calculate 
A^ + B"^  — instead of using three multiply operations and two add opera-
tions. Also, the function rsqrt is performing the two operations: square root 
and reciprocal. 
, 1 C D - B A ,只 1 � t = i — - ~ — (6.1) 
e 1-h C D - B A ^ ‘ 
Q B 
where CD = , and BA =— v/^2 + 52 - C2 A 
A = (q • V32) - {q • ^01) COS0 (6.2) 
B = (g-{;oi)sin(9 (6.3) 
C = {q-h) sine ( 6 . 4 ) 
For the horizontal partitioning set, we have a little bit different calculations 
comparing to the vertical partitioning set. For a rhombus face with vertices 
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yi,y2, va, the rhombus is bounded by four great circle planes, each formed 
by two adjacent vertices. Any two opposite great circle plane defines one 
direction of partitioning (vertical/horizontal). The rhombus is symmetry and 
has a nice property which is angle between normal of any two opposite great 
circle plane is the same. The normal curves n{t) corresponding to the vertical 
partitioning set and horizontal partitioning set have the same 6 and the curves 
are the same except the orientation and position on the sphere. Due to this 
nice property, given the set of a^ = ？;32 —'i'oi cos 6, by = vqi sin 0 and Cy = h sin 6 
belongs to vertical partitioning, and the set of values belongs to horizontal 
partitioning for a rhombus face; we can always find a rotational matrix which 
transforms the values from one set to another and vice versa. Furthermore, if 
we try to pack a^, Cy for vertical partitioning set in a matrix My and 而，C h 
for horizontal partitioning set in matrix Mh, we can find a rotational matrix 
M r which transforms My to M^. That is M" = M r M ^ All base rhombi 
faces are of the same shape and size. Thus, the rotation of normal curve for 
vertical partitioning set to horizontal partitioning set is the same. Therefore, 
all rhombus faces can transform My to M^ using the same rotational matrix 
Mr. 
For the horizontal partitioning set, actually we want to calculate Ah = 
q- Gh, Bh = q-bh, Ch = q. Ch where q is the query point. In order to get the 
values dh, bfi, Ch which is Mh for the horizontal partitioning set, we can apply 
the Mr on the My. Mathematically, applying Mr on a/i, hh, Ch and do the dot 
product with q with the row vector is the same as doing dot product for every 
row vector of My with q (which is Ay, By, Cy) and then apply Mr. Therefore, 
in line 28, instead of doing three texture look ups to retrieve the data values 
dfi, bh, Ch and performs three dot products, we can just apply the Mr to the 
vector formed by Ay, By^Cy. Line 29 - 30 is similar to line 22 - 24 of the 
vertical partitioning set. 
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Thus, we get the values CD and BA for both vertical and horizontal 
partitioning sets. In line 35- 37, we try to combine the operation atan2 which 
is the same for both sets, texcoord.xy stores the values tan-1 for 
both partitioning sets. Line 40 and 42 calculate the row index and column 
index (in range [0,nsegment]) within the tile by multiplying texcoord.xy 
with G-nsegment-Vec.y = nsegment/9 where nsegment is the number of 
subdivision segment for vertical and horizontal partitioning sets. Line 44 
return the f acenumLookupIndex, the row index and column index to the main 
shader function. 
Line 20 in the main function makes use of texcoord.xy to retrieve the 
envirMapOff set offset for looking up of the texture G_environinentMap ac-
cording to the face number. And texcoord.zw is the offset among the tiles. 
envirMapOffset+texcoord. zw is the real offset for look up of texture 
G_environmentMap and it is used in line 21 for looking up of color represented 
by the given reflection or refraction directions. 
6.6 Experiments 
6.6.1 Experiment Setup 
Experiment is performed to investigate the quality of the rendered result using 
environment map in cube map format and that in our rhombic dodecahedron 
texture format. Peak-signal-to-noise-ratio against number of sample points 
on sphere is plotted. Experiments are performed on nVidia GeForce FX6800 
Ultra, AGP 4X, 256MB, display card with Pentium 4 2.4GHz CPU and 512MB 
of RAM. 
The scene is rendered using different selected resolutions of environment 
map in cube map format and rhombic format. The resolution of the rendered 
result image is 980 x 980. For each rendered result image, peak-signal-to-noise-
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ratio is calculated against the control image. Control image is rendered using 
cube map format environment map or spherical panorama format environment 
map of high resolution. 
In order to have fair comparison, for different environment map resolutions, 
different orientations of object and texture are rendered for investigation. The 
environment textures are set to be in two different view points for rendering 
and investigation. One is the front view of the texture map and the other is 
the back view. For each of the two views of the texture, the object rendered 
to reflect the environment has 25 different orientations. As a result, there are 
50 different rendered results for each resolution of environment map in cube 
map format and rhombic format. 
Mean square error ( MSE ) calculation is shown in equation 6.5. It is used 
to calculate the cumulative squared error between two images. In equation 6.5, 
I(x, y) is the control image and y) is the low resolution cube map rendered 
result or rhombic texture rendered result, w and h are the width and height of 
the rendered image correspondingly. N should be the number of pixels in the 
result. The rendered object only occupied part of the image and the remaining 
part are the background which is black in color. To be fair, during the mean 
square error calculation, we only compare the difference in data values for the 
non-background pixels only. Therefore, N in the equation is the number of 
non background pixels in the rendered result. notBG(J>,f} equals to 0 i f / ( x , y) 
is background pixels and equals to 1 if I(x, y) is foreground pixels. 
Equation 6.6 shows the calculation for peak-signal-to-noise-ratio ( PSNR ). 
A lower value for MSE means less error, and from the inverse relation between 
the MSE and PSNR, this result in a high value of PSNR. Therefore, the higher 
the PSNR value, the better the rendered result image is. 
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MSE = ^ L (6.5) 
PSNR = 20 * / ：) (6.6) 
VMSE 
6.6.2 Experiment Result and Analysis 
Given a look up vector, cube map program uses the hardware cube map format 
GL_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_ARB to store the cube map environment map. 
The hardware provided function texCUBE is used for texture look up. Our 
program makes use of the GL_RECTANGLE_TEXTURE.NV texture format 
for texture look up and texture look up is done by our own by calculating 
which face and which entry within the face the data locates. 
As the cube map texture look up is built inside the hardware, the frame 
rate of cube map method is expected to be higher than our rhombic dodec-
ahedron method. Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the frame rate 
against number of sample points for data set lib2, Milky Way and icepalace-
day. Although our method is not as fast as the hardware driven cube map 
texture look up, the plot shows that the frame rate of our method is still high 
enough for real time application. 
Figure 6.10, Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 show the plot of PSNR against 
number of sample points for five different data sets. The environment map 
look up process locates the nearest neighbour for the color value given a look 
up vector. No interpolation is done. From the result, it is shown that the 
PSNR value for rhombic texture rendered result is better than that for cube 
map rendered result. 
Figure 6.13, Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 show the plot of PSNR against 
number of sample points for those four data sets with bilinear interpolation 
applied. That is during the environment map look up process, instead of 
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Frame per seconds against number of sample points for dataset Iib2 
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Figure 6.7: Frame rate per seconds against number of sample points for data set 
lib2 and lib2(bilinear) 
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Frame per seconds against number of sample points for dataset milky way 
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Figure 6.8: Frame rate per seconds against number of sample points for data set 
Milky Way and Milky Way (bilinear) 
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Figure 6.9: Frame rate per seconds against number of sample points for data set 
icepalaceday and icepalaceday(biliiiear) 
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PSNR against number of sample points for dataset milky way 
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Figure 6.11: PSNR against number of sample points for data set (a) land shallow 
(b) land ice cloud 
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PSNR against number of sample points for dataset icepalaceday 
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Figure 6.12: PSNR against number of sample points for data set (a) icepalaceday 
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PSNR against number of sample points for dataset milky way (bilinear interpolation) 
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Figure 6.13: P S N R against number of sample points for data set (a) Milky Way (b) 
lib2 with bilinear interpolation done during environment map look up 
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Figure 6.14: PSNR against number of sample points for data set (a) land shallow 
(b) land ice cloud with bilinear interpolation done during environment map look up 
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indexing into the nearest neighbour, bilinear interpolation on the nearest four 
neighbours is done to calculate the resulting color value. The same as before, 
the PSNR value for rhombic texture rendered result is better than that for 
cube map rendered result. 
In the experiment, we have tested the rendered results from different views. 
On average, our results have higher PSNR value than that of cube map ren-
dered results. Our rendered results produce better quality on average. For 
cube map sampling, more sample points are distributed at corner parts and 
fewer sample points are assigned to center of the cube map faces. It has over-
sampling and under-sampling problem at different regions. The distribution 
of the sample points for our proposed method is more uniform comparing to 
that of cube map sampling pattern. Thus, our method can represent the en-
vironment data better and it is more suitable for sampling of environment 
map. 
Figure 6.16 shows the control image of data set lib2 which use high reso-
lution cube map format environment map. This image is used as the control 
image for calculation of PSNR. Figure 6.17 (a)-(c) show the two magnified 
regions bounded by red boxes in the control image ( Number of sample points 
of the environment map : 1500 x 500 x 6 faces = 13’ 500，000 ), the cube map 
format environment map rendered result ( Number of sample points of the 
environment map : 256 x 256 x 6 faces = 393,216 ) and our rhombic dodeca-
hedron format environment map rendered result ( Number of sample points of 
the environment map : 181 x 181 x 12 faces = 393，132 ). The quality of our 
images is clearly superior than that of the cube map format environment map 
rendered result. Details of the two magnified regions shown in Figure 6.17(c) 
are clearer than that of the two regions shown in Figure 6.17(b). 
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Figure 6.16: One of the control images for data set lib2. The two regions in red 
boxes are magnified for comparison. 
6.7 Summary 
We have discussed about how to perform environment mapping in real time 
using the proposed sampling method. Environment mapping using of our 
proposed sampling method is compared to that using the cube map sampling 
method. By re-sampling on high resolution environment data in other format 
(cube map foniiat or spherical panoramic format), rhombic texture which 
stored the data sampling using rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle 
sampling can be generated. The rhombic texture consists of twelve tiles of 
data each representing data for one rhombus face. We also explained how 
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Figure 6.17: Magnification of two regions in a rendered result for data, set lib2. (a) 
Zoom ill regions of the control image, (b) Zoom in regions of the cube map format 
environment map rendered result, (c) Zoom in regions of the rhombic dodecahedron 
format eiiviroiiiiieiit map rendered result. 
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the fast data retrieval by the means of the data querying formula derived can 
be done in sliader programming. The experimental result is the evidence to 
substantiate that environment mapping using the rhombic dodecahedron with 
skew great circle subdivision sampling pattern has better visual quality and 
quality measurement (PSNR measurement). 




In computer graphics, lighting is an important factor since it makes the objects 
in the scene look more realistic. The scene would look unnatural and synthetic 
if the objects in the scene are only colored without lighting effects such as 
specular lighting and diffuse lighting. Similarly, shadow plays a significant role 
in giving realistic impression. A scene without any shadow gives audience an 
odd and unreal perception. Shadow gives important depth cues for audience 
to have a near and far sensation for understanding of object's position and size. 
Objects closer to the light source have larger shadow. By looking at the shadow 
projected, we can understand the geometry of the occluder and geometry of 
the surface where shadow is being projected. For instance, shadow of the 
object projected on flat face has a flat shadow, whereas shadow on curved 
surface or irregular surface has distortion. Thus, the simulation of shadow 
effect is essential for generation of realistic scene. 
For scene illuminated by spot light, which only shoots light off in a certain 
angle instead of shooting light off in all direction, projective texture mapping 
is used for shadow mapping. The shadow map is generated once in the direc-
92 
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tion and field of view of the spot light. For scene illuminated by point light 
source which shoots light ray in all directions, one shadow map is not enough 
and projective texture mapping cannot be used. Cube map which has six faces 
should be used to store the depth information. As described in environment 
mapping section, cube map sampling pattern has low sampling uniformity as 
undersarnpling problem appears in the center of cube faces and oversampling 
problem occurs at the corners of cube map. We propose to use the sampling 
pattern generated by rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivi-
sion for sampling of shadow map in omnidirectional shadow mapping as our 
proposed pattern has better sampling uniformity than cube map. 
Section 7.2 gives some background on shadow mapping techniques. Sec-
tion 7.4 explained the data preparation process. Section 7.3 gives the flow and 
simple explanation on how shadow mapping can be done. Section 7.5 explain 
in details about how shadow map can be used to determine if a surface under 
shadow or not. Experiment results are given in section 7.6. Lastly, section 7.7 
gives the summary. 
7.2 Related Work 
Projected planar shadows [3] is invented to produce shadow of objects on 
planar surface. It is done by projecting the object coordinates onto the plane 
in the direction of the light source. Hanies [20] further extended it for allowing 
soft shadow. However, it only allows projection on planar surface which is not 
practical for complex scene which consists of different kinds of surface for 
projection of shadow. 
For shadow algorithm appropriate for real time rendering, we can divide 
it into two types, namely stencil shadows approach and shadow mapping ap-
proach. Crow [8] inverted the shadow volume algorithm which is purely geom-
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etry based and it is the basic of stencil shadow methodology. For each light 
source and each object in the scene, shadow volume need to be defined for 
determination of shadow. Objects inside the shadow volume are in shadow, 
while objects outside the shadow volume are not in shadow. First step is to 
find the silhouette of the occluder which is the edge separating surface fac-
ing the light and the surface in opposite direction. By extending from the 
light source towards each silhouette edge, we can form planes which bound 
the shadow volume geometry. For each pixel in the image rendered, calcu-
lation is done to determine whether a point is under shadow or not. Stencil 
shadows' disadvantage is that only hard shadow can be generated. Besides, 
calculation of shadow volume is needed for each light source and each object 
in the scene. It involves lots of CPU work and those calculations cannot be 
made parallel. Thus, make it impossible to have calculation all done by SIMD 
GPU (single-instruction-multi-data Graphical Processing Unit). 
Shadow Mapping, is a methodology first proposed by Williams [48], deter-
mines shadow in image space and requires no additional geometry processing. 
Hardware implementation by GPU is possible. Shadow map store the nearest 
object distance from the light source is generated for calculation of shadow. 
Each light source has its own shadow map. A surface is determined to be 
under shadow if there is another object blocking the surface from receiving 
light in the path from the light source to the surface. The distance of the 
nearest object from the light source can be known by look up of the shadow 
map and the distance from the surface to the light source can be calculated. 
To determine whether a surface is under shadow, comparison of the distance 
from the light source to the surface (Dl) and the distance of the nearest object 
in the direction of light source towards the surface {D2) should be done. The 
surface is under shadow if Dl is larger than D2, whereas the surface is not 
under shadow if D\ is larger than or equal to D2. 
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Perspective projective shadow mapping [39] is the simplest shadow map-
ping method for the scene with spotlights. It can only be used to perform 
shadow mapping in a direction with the defined field of view. The depth buffer 
rendered at the view point of light source is saved as the shadow map. Render-
ing at the camera's view point, each position in eye space coordinate system 
can be transformed to light source coordinate system by texture matrix, both 
distance from light source and the coordinate for look up of the shadow map 
texture is known. Depth comparison for determination of whether a surface 
is under shadow can then be done. 
Point light sources illuminate scene in omnidirectinal manner (360 degree 
illumination), cubical shadow map is commonly used for capturing of depth 
data from the light's point of view. The undersampling problem appears in 
environment map texture presents in shadow map texture too. The middle 
part of cube map has less sampling points which referred as undersampling 
problem. Too many sampling points at the corner part of the cube map are 
classified as having oversampling problem. Depth data in shadow map can 
be represented more uniformly by making use of our rhombic dodecahedron 
with skew great circle subdivision sampling pattern to sample and represent 
the depth value in 360 degree from the light source. 
7.3 Methodology 
Shadow mapping technique described in section 7.2 is used in our research. 
Shadow map is used to store the nearest object's distance from the light source 
in all direction. It is an image based technique, where the determination of 
shadow can be done in parallel. Thus, shader hardware implementation using 
SIMD GPU is possible and the shadow determination can be done in real 
time. 
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For each fragment, calculation is done in shader to investigate whether it 
is under shadow or not. The diffuse, specular and ambient lighting of the 
object is calculated in the fragment also. The diffuse and specular component 
is turned off if the fragment is under shadow. Otherwise, the diffuse and 
specular component is turned on. Finally the ambient component is added. 
Flow and steps for generation of scene with correct shadow is described below. 
1. Texture preparation 
Prepare the shadow map which stored the nearest object distance in all 
direction from the light source. Preparation process will be discussed in 
section 7.4. 
2. Texture loading 
The shadow map texture is loaded for later use. Given a vector direction, 
fast look up strategy should be available. 
3. Shadow determination and scene rendering 
Since shadow determination of each fragment can be done in parallel, 
this part can be done in hardware shader. Rendering is done from the 
camera's point of view. All vector calculation is done in the world co-
ordinate system. For each fragment, the shadow map is looked up for 
the distance of the nearest object from the light source. This value is 
used to determine whether the fragment is under shadow or not. The 
diffuse, specular and ambient components of the object are calculated 
ill the fragment also. The diffuse and specular components are turned 
off if the fragment is under shadow. Otherwise, the diffuse and specular 
components are turned on. Finally, the ambient component is added no 
matter a point is under shadow. The details of shadow determination 
will be discussed in section 7.5. 
I 
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7.4 Data Preparation 
In the shadow algorithm, shadow mapping technique uses texture to store the 
nearest depth value from the light source in all direction for determination 
of shadow. Rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision scheme 
generates uniform sampling pattern in all directions on a unit sphere. There-
fore, the nearest object distance from the light source in all directions can be 
represented by rhombic texture using our proposed sampling method. 
The cube map format shadow map will be used for resampling to our 
rhombic format shadow map. A high resolution cube map format shadow 
map must be used as the input of the resampling process. We have chosen 
to use cube map of resolution 2048 x 2048 as the original shadow map for 
resampling process. 
By rendering the scene in the light's point of view, the depth buffer stored 
the distance of the nearest object from the light source. The simplest method 
to generate shadow map is to save the depth buffer as a shadow map texture. 
To generate shadow map representing the nearest depth data from the light 
source in all directions, the scene may be rendered six times in a field of view 
of 90 degree in six directions (positive x, negative x, positive y, negative y, 
positive z, negative z). The depth buffers in these six directions should be the 
shadow maps corresponding to different direction and they can be treated as 
the six faces of a cube map. 
An important point to note is that we should align the coordinate axes 
of the light point with the coordinate axes of the world coordinate system to 
make the vector calculation process simpler. In order to determine whether 
a point in the scene is under shadow or not, we have to look up the nearest 
object distance in the line of sight of the light source from the shadow map. 
By aligning the light point coordinate system with the world coordinate sys-
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tern, the look up vector can be easily calculated by subtraction of the point 
vector from the light vector. No rotation of vector is needed to make the two 
coordinate systems consistent. 
The shadow map generation process for rhombic texture is the same as that 
described in section 6.4. Note that the shadow map is stored using floating 
point image (portable float maps, one High Dynamic Resolution (HDR) image 
format). We choose not to use RGB texture to store it because the mapping 
from the floating point distance value to the range 0 — 255 results in lose of 
precision. 
7.5 Shadow Determination and Scene Illumination 
Shadow determination is done in shader so as to investigate whether a frag-
ment is under shadow or not in parallel. 
The condition for a testing point to be determined as under shadow is as 
follow. Viewing from the light source, the testing point is said to be under 
shadow if there is another object blocking the testing point from receiving the 
light from the light source. In other words, if there is object in the line of 
sight between testing point and the light source, the point is under shadow. 
Let's name the vector from origin to the testing point iTx, the vector from 
the origin to the light source vi and the vector from the light source to the 
testing point v7x. The vector vZ； can be calculated by subtracting v^ from vi. 
All vectors are calculated in the world coordinate system. 
To determine whether a point is under shadow or not, we have to know its 
distance from the light source and the nearest object distance from the light's 
point of view in the direction of v7a：. The distance between the testing point 
and the light source is the length of the vector from light source to the testing 
point (length(t;rx)). It can be easily calculated in the shader. For the distance 
‘ t . 
,J 
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of the nearest object from the light's point of view in the direction of the 
shadow map (in cube map format or rhombic texture format) is used. The 
shadow map stored the nearest object distance from the light's point of view 
in all direction. The coordinate system for generating of the shadow should 
be the same as the world coordinate system as stated in section 7.4. Thus, 
the vector used to look up the shadow map is simply v7x. If the coordinate 
system for generation of shadow map is different from the world coordinate 
system, then a rotation has to be applied to the vZ： to transform it into the 
corresponding vector in the shadow map coordinate system. 
After calculation and texture look up, the distance of the testing point from 
the light source ( A s ) and the distance of the nearest object in the direction 
of vTx from light source (An) is known. The equation to determine whether a 
point is under shadow is as follow: 
if A x / A n > threshold then 
the testing point/pixel is under shadow 
else 
the testing point/pixel is not under shadow 
end if 
For a point which has no object in between the line of sight from the 
light source to that point, the value look up from the shadow map should be 
the distance between the light source and the testing point. Obviously, the 
expected result should be the point is not under shadow. If we replace the 
testing condition in the if-statement by very strict condition Dix > Din, then 
probably some of the pixels in the scene would be wrongly treated as under 
shadow. This is because the value in a pixel in the shadow map approximately 
store the distance of the nearest object in that corresponding direction. It is 
not as accurate as the calculated value Dix, especially when the resolution 
of the shadow map is not high. The value stored in the shadow map is just 
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very close to the calculated value Ax- Thus, we need to set a threshold 
so that a point in the scene would not be wrongly determined to be under 
shadow because value is slightly smaller than A x value. After determining 
whether a pixel or a point is under shadow, a flag can be used to store the 
result. We should store 1.0 if it is not under shadow and store 0.0 if it is under 
shadow. 
Except determination of shadow map, we also have to calculate the diffuse, 
specular components for a light source. Then equation (7.1) is used to calculate 
the result illumination of a pixel. Fi is the flag which stored the shadow status 
of a pixel (store 1.0 when a pixel is not under shadow, store 0.0 otherwise). 
N is the normal vector, L is the light vector, H is the half vector (the vector 
half way between the view vector V and light vector L). I Li is the intensity 
of the light source i. kd is the diffuse reflection coefficient, ks is the specular 
reflection coefficient, c is the constant corresponds to the ambient component. 
/ \ 
I = ^d {N'L)-\- Fi ks {N . H)"" * /L i + c (7.1) 
\ i / 
If the pixels are determined to be under shadow with respect to light source 
i in shadow determination process described at the beginning of this section, 
then Fi = 0.0. Thus, for the pixels which are under shadow, the diffuse 
and specular components would be turned off by equation (7.1). Otherwise, 
Fi = 1.0 and the diffuse and specular component is turned on. 
7.6 Experiments 
7.6.1 Experiment Setup 
Rendering of scene using shadow map in rhombic format is compared with 
that in cube map format. The resolution of the rendered image is 980 x 980. 
For each data set, we generate cube map format shadow map in 5 resolutions 
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and rhombic format shadow map in another 5 corresponding resolution. Each 
resolution shadow map in rhombic format produces similar number of sample 
points as the corresponding shadow map in cube map format. For each data 
set, the scene is rendered at 60 different views for shadow map in both format 
and different resolutions. Control image is generated by rendering the scene 
using shadow map of high resolution (1500 x 1500 x 6) in cube map format 
at these 60 views. 
Peak-signal-to-noise-ratio is used as the measurement to compare the qual-
ity of the rendering result using cube map format and rhombic format. Av-
erage peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (average of the 60 PSNR value generated at 
60 different views for each selected resolution of shadow map) against num-
ber of sampling points used is plotted. Experiments are performed on nVidia 
GeForce FX6800 Ultra, AGP 8X, 256MB, display card with Pentium 4 2.4GHz 
CPU and 512 MB of RAM. 
7.6.2 Experiment Result and Analysis 
Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.4 show the plot of PSNR against number of sample 
points used in sampling the shadow map for eight different data sets. The 
plotting for the first six data sets show that the rendered results using rhombic 
format has better PSNR than that using cube map format on average. While 
for the last two data sets, the average PSNR value of the rendered result cube 
map is higher than that using rhombic format. Nevertheless, the PSNR value 
of our rendered result is very close to that of cube map format shadow map 
rendered result. 
The sampling pattern of rhombic map is more uniformly distributed over 
the sphere as compared to that of cube map. In general rhombic map sample 
and represent the depth information of the light source better. In environment 
map application, all sample points have contribution in rendering of the scene 
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and all of them have effect on the visual quality of the result. Unlike environ-
ment map, not all sampling regions contain meaningful data in shadow map. 
The data samples which would be used for generation of shadow in the scene 
are classified as meaningful data. For instance, the depth information of the 
background in the scene has no contribution in generation of shadow. It does 
not have any effect on the visual quality of the rendering result no matter how 
many sample points are put in these regions. Thus, the background is not 
classified as meaningful data. 
The cube map sampling pattern distributes more samples at corner parts 
and fewer samples at the center of each face. If the meaningful data mainly 
gather in the over-sampling regions (corner parts) in cube map, then cube 
map is a more favourable shadow map representation in such case. The data 
set 7 and data set 8 demonstrate this case. Therefore, the cube map rendered 
result produce slightly better result than that of rhombic map rendered result 
as shown in Figure 7.4. In general, the meaningful data do not mainly gather 
at the over-sampling region in cube map. Thus, our proposed sampling method 
which has uniform sampling pattern is a better representation for shadow map 
as compared to cube map with over-sampling problem in general cases. This 
can be verify by the plotting from Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.3 for data sets 1 - 6 . 
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PSNR against number of sample points for dataset 7 
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A control image for data set 6 is displayed in Figure 7.5 for demonstration 
of the visual quality of cube map rendered result and rhombic dodecahedron 
rendered result. Control image use shadow map of resolution 1500 x 1500 x 6. 
Figure 7.6(b) is generated by cube map format shadow map of resolution 
512 X 512 X 6 and Figure 7.6(c) is generated by rhombic format shadow map 
of resolution 362 x 362 x 12. Obviously, the shadow of the sphere objects in 
the cube map rendered result has noticeable zigzag edge. On the other hand, 
rhombic format shadow map rendered result produces smoother edges as it 
samples the depth information more uniformly. 
7.7 Summary 
In shadow mapping, shadow map which stores the distance from the nearest 
object ill all directions, is generated from point light source. Cube map is 
commonly used for representation of this depth information. In this chapter, 
we have discussed about the use of our proposed method to sample the shadow 
map. It is known that cube map sampling pattern has over-sampling and 
under-sampling problem. Comparing to cube map, our proposed sampling 
pattern has lower discrepancy and higher uniformity. Thus, our proposed 
rhombic format shadow map can better represent the depth information and 
produce smoother shadow in general cases. However, cube map format shadow 
map may produce better result if the meaningful data mainly gather at the 
over-sampling region of cube map. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 7.5: A control image for data set 6. Cube map format shadow map of 
resolution 1500 x 1500 x 6 is used for rendering of the scene. The two regions in red 
boxes are magnified for comparison. Magnified regions are shown in Figure 7.6. 






Figure 7.6: Magnification of two regions in a rendered result at for data set 6. (a) 
Zoom ill regions for the control image, (b) Zoom in regions for rhombic format 
shadow map rendered result, (c) Zoom in regions for cube map format shadow map 
rendered result. 
Chapter 8 
Dynamic HDR Environment 
Sequences Sampling 
8.1 Introduction 
Techniques described in Chapter 6 allow rendering of objects with pure mir-
ror reflection properties to be done. The color of a point in the object can be 
calculated by looking up of the color of the environment in the reflected direc-
tion. Whereas, for rendering of objects with with Lambertian and semi-glossy 
BRDFs, the techniques in Chapter 6 cannot produce realistic rendering result 
as the reflected radiance is not as simple as that for objects with mirror reflec-
tion properties only. Equation 8.1 is the computation for reflected radiance in 
this case. 
/ ( x , s) = / Lin{(j)p{x,u,s)v{x,u){uj ‘ H) dd; (8.1) 
Jn 
The integration integrates over the hemisphere Q of direction above x, 
uj, s and n are the incident direction, viewing direction and the surface nor-
mal respectively. is the incident radiance which is corresponding to the 
environment map. p is the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function 
110 
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(BRDF) and f is a binary function modeling the visibility. Color of a point 
on the object should be calculated by this equation where all the points in 
the environment map have contribution. However, this computation is time-
consuming. By approximating the illumination with set of directional light 
sources, efficient rendering of objects with Lambertian and semi-glossy BRDFs 
can be achieved. The process of environment map sampling can be regarded 
as approximating the illumination of a distant environment with N directional 
light sources. 
High Dynamic Range (HDR) environment map is used to capture the dis-
tant illumination of a point over a sphere because it can accommodate the 
high contrasts in the real world lighting. With the advance technology in dis-
play [38] and video acquisition [24], dynamic HDR panoramic video becomes 
more accessible. HDR panoramic video may involve scene such as area light 
source moving around, outdoor illumination change from dawn to midday or 
scene set on fire. By sampling environment map of each frame, efficient ren-
dering can be done. Nevertheless, the consistency between consecutive frames 
is an important issue. We propose a novel hierarchical quadrilateral-based 
sampling method for dynamic sequences of distant environment maps. In ad-
dition, the local adaptive nature suppresses the abrupt change in the sampling 
I 
pattern due to variation of total illumination over time. 
Section 8.2 reviews on some of the well-known sampling method. Sec-
tion 8.3 explains our quadrilateral-based sampling method for single HDR en-
vironment map. Section 8.4 describs how to extend the sampling to sequence 
of HDR environment maps by exploiting the frame correlation. Section 8.5 
compare our approach with previous methods for both static and dynamic en-
vironments in terms of rendering quality, temporal illumination consistency, 
I _ 
… • ‘ 
and sampling speed. Finally, summary is given in section 8.6. 
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8.2 Related Work on HDR Distant Environment Map 
Sampling 
The distant environment are using captured in two commonly formats which 
has been described in related work of Environment mapping. They are cube 
map format and longitude and latitude format. Ng and Ramamoorthi [32’ 33 
represent the illumination, visibility function and BRDF in cube map format. 
5’ 26’ 35] adopted longitude and latitude format for HDR environment sam-
pling. Compression algorithms [25, 27, 43] were proposed for longitude and 
latitude format HDR environment map. To simplify and speed up calcula-
tion, the HDR distant environment map is sampled. The sampling points 
are treated as directional light source for the scene instead of making use the 
whole HDR environment map as the illumination information for every pixel. 
On the subject of HDR Distant Environment map sampling, quite a num-
ber of methods have been proposed. Penrose base importance sampling [35 
is importance based sampling which samples according to probability density 
function. On the other hand, the stratified sampling divides the illumination 
map into strata and positions sample in each stratum. By collapsing the stra-
tum into a directional source, the energy conservation of the whole illumination 
map can be preserved. LightGen [5], a public software, which make use of the 
k-means clustering belongs to stratified sampling. However, stratified tech-
niques are time-consuming because it involves iterative process or relaxation. 
Agarwal et al. [1] proposed a metric that combines both importance sampling 
and stratified sampling techniques called structured importance sampling. 
Structured importance sampling takes into account both area and illumi-
nation importance. If only area based stratification is considered, then it may 
lead to under-sampling of bright regions. On the other hand, if only illumina-
tion based importance is considered, over-sample of small bright region may 
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occur. This is achieved by using a metric involving both area and illumination 
factors. Equation 8.2 is the proposed metric. 
r(L, A ) = L{min{Au, A o ; � ) ) " * (8.2) 
Structured importance sampling classifies the sampling environment map 
into levels of approximately similar intensities by hierarchical thresholding so 
that different intensities levels may have different number of strata. Number of 
samples Nj assigned to a region of similar intensities is calculated by equation 
8.3，where Fj is the metric for that region,厂4冗 is the metric for the entire map 
and N is the total number of samples used for the whole environment map. 
For each region, Hochbaum-Shmoys algorithm is used to stratify the region 
into the required number of sample points. 
N j = N ^ (8.3) 
1 An 
For dynamic HDR environment map, change in global illumination may 
lead to change in threshold, regions definition or number of sample points 
assigned to some regions. The computation speed is in order of tens of seconds 
for one environment map sampling. 
Penrose based importance sampling make use of the aperiodic Penrose-
tiling pattern to distribute samples according to the probability density func-
tion. It is a hierarchical and recursive subdivision algorithm. The subdivision 
process makes use of the following rules: 




p .一 c* {/oo*, Cio*, aio*} 
^Penrose ^ 
d* ^ {eoo*,c?io*} 
^ {/oo*’Cio*,eoi*’alO*} 
� { e o o * ’ c ^ l O * , / o i *，a o i * } 
where Xy means a tile of type x having F-code y. And symbol means 
replaces the F-code of a tile before subdivision. Each subdivision adds two 
new symbols to the current F-code. F-code is interpreted as integer using 
Fibonacci number system. The above rules are used to subdivide from one 
level into another while the number of level of subdivision is determined by 
the importance density. 
The disadvantage of this algorithm is that it may over-sample the bright 
region and may not preserve the overall energy contribution of the distant 
environment. The advantage of this algorithm is that the computation speed 
is in order of milliseconds for one HDR environment map sampling. 
8.3 Static Sampling by Spherical Quad-Quad Tree 
By using skew great circle subdivision on rhombic dodecahedron, we are able 
to subdivide each base quad into N by N small quad where N is the number 
of intervals along the side of each base quad. If N is chosen to be power of 
two (2^ where i is non-negative integer), we can obtain a hierarchical parti-
tioning where high resolution partitioning contains low resolution ones. By 
this subdivision, a spherical quadtree with i level is constructed. Our spheri-
cal quadtree is constructed by a hierarchy of quads on sphere, thus, we called 
our representation the spherical quad-quad tree. The first quad refers to the 
quadrilateral shape of all elements and the other quad refers to the quadruple 
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topology in the tree structure. Our quad-quad tree is similar to the classical 
quadtree on planar structure as our based shape is of quad shape too. Tech-
niques applicable on planar structure can be easily adapted to our spherical 
quad-quad tree without much modification. 
The tree composed of 12 quad-quad trees. The subdivision or sampling 
always starts with a two-level tree containing the root in the first level and 
12 leaf nodes in the second level (one for each of the 12 base rhombi). In 
the subdivision process, the quad (leaf node) with the highest importance is 
chosen and subdivided into four smaller sub-quads (four child nodes). The 
subdivision process stops when the desired number of quads or samples is 
reached. 
Data preparation process is similar to that for mirror reflection environ-
ment mapping. We may sample a HDR static environment map in cube map 
format into a rhombic texture according to the rhombic dodecahedron with 
skew great circle subdivision sampling method. Note that the number of sub-
division intervals chosen must be power of two as we have to construct quad 
i ••. 
tree for each base quad. The generated rhombic texture which contains the 
radiance value will be used for the construction of quad tree. 
Figure 8.1 shows the subdivision process for the quad and the fish view 
texture shows the subdivision of quad on spherical surface in unrolled format. 
Nodes with same color indicated that they are in the same level. Apart from 
maintaining the tree structure, we also maintain a sorted node list which 
contains the interior nodes and leaf nodes which allows efficient location of 
the corresponding node in the tree for subdivision process. We keep the tree 
nodes in two lists for the subdivision process. The first list stored the interior 
I 
nodes (subdivided quad) in which subdivisions are done and each of them 
must have four corresponding child nodes (four sub-quads). The second list 
stored the leaf nodes which is the quad available for further subdivision. The 
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(a) Fish view texture and quad-quad tree 
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(b) Importance sorted list 
Figure 8.1: (a) Fish view look of spherical surface with subdivision shown and the 
corresponding quad-quad tree (b) Sorted list where most important leaf node is put 
on the left 
four child nodes of each interior node should be found inside the leaf node list. 
The list is always sorted according to the quad importance of the corre-
sponding node. All interior nodes are on the left hand side and all leaf nodes 
are on the right hand side. The leftmost node in the leaf node list refers to the 
quad with highest importance at any time. The list started with root node 
in the interior node list and the 12 nodes refer to the 12 base rhombic in the 
leaf node list. In the subdivision process, the leaf most node I in the leaf node 
list with the highest importance is selected. The left node's corresponding 
quad is subdivided into four sub-quads and four child nodes is created for 
each sub-quads. The four child nodes are added to the tree structure under 
the node I and they are also added to the leaf node list according to their 
importance. The first leaf node indicator is moved one position to the right to 
set the node I in the last position, rightmost, in interior node list. We always 
keep a pointer which indicates the first leaf node. 
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In the example shown in Figure 8.1, node 6 has the highest importance 
among node 0 to node 11. Thus, first step is to subdivide it into four child 
nodes (node 12, 13, 14, 15). After subdivision, node 6 should be put in the 
interior node list and its four child nodes are being put according to their 
importance in the leaf node list. The top list in Figure 8.1(b) shows the 
configuration of this list. After adding the newly subdivided child nodes into 
the leaf node list and further sorting process, the node (node 15) with highest 
importance is again chosen for subdivision. Four new child nodes 16-19 are 
created and inserted into the quad-quad tree and the list according to its 
importance. Note that the leaf node list contains the node from different 
levels. For instance, second list of Figure 8.1(b) contains node 0-5 and node 
7-11 from the first level, node 12-14 from the second level and node 16-19 from 
the third level. The interior nodes are always more important than the leaf 
node because they are selected to be subdivide before the entire set of leaf 
nodes. 
8.3.1 Importance Metric 
A general distant environment map should contain some brighter regions and 
some dimmer regions. Brighter regions contribute more energy to the envi-
ronment, therefore more sample points should be put in those region. The 
importance metrics used in the previous stratification approaches [5, 1] can 
be used in our proposed quad-quad tree subdivision. 
Agarwal et al. [1] proposed a hybrid importance metric by com-
bined the stratified sampling and illumination-based importance sampling to 
describe a region L is the integrated illumination given by the equa-
tion (8.4), Au is the solid angle of H', parameter a and b are non-negative 
constants. A large value of a favours the illumination component L while a 
large value of b favours the solid angle component. In our research, we adopted 
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their setting with a = 1 and b = 1/4, thus the equation is LAu^^"^. 
L= f Lir.{u)du (8.4) 
Figure 8.2 shows how sampling points are put on the sphere in three con-
secutive steps based on the importance metric we mentioned. It illustrates 
how our proposed method locates the high energy small and medium bright 
spots and assigns more sampling points in these high energy regions. 
Unlike other stratified techniques which employed time consuming relax-
ation [26] or iterative schemes [5]. The proposed spherical quad-quad tree is 
deterministic and locally adaptive, partitions an environment map into quadri-
lateral strata without any time consuming relaxation. In addition, the rec-
tangular structure of rhombic texture makes fast computation of importance 
metric possible. With the aid of the classical texture prefiltering technique, 
summed area table [9], we can compute the sum of illumination (L)and the 
sum of area or solid angle of a quadrilateral in constant time. Precompu-
tation of summed area table for sum of radiances {Tl) on rhombic texture and 
summed area table of solid angle (T^) is performed according to the original 
summed area table technique on 2D plane. Totally, there are twelve summed 
area tables for the sum of radiances. Each table is used for one rhombic face 
radiance information. Only one summed area table is needed for the solid 
angle information due to the same shape of all of the twelve rhombic faces. 
Notes that for icosahedron-based spherical quadtree [17] the application of 
summed area table for the illumination or solid angle is not available due to 
its structure. 
Figure 8.3 shows a possible subdivision of a base rhombus face and the label 
(z,7) corresponds to the index for lookup into the table Tl for the accumulated 
illumination from the top left corner of the face up to the coordinate [i,j). 
Sum of illumination of a quad can be computed as shown in Equation (8.6) 
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Figure 8.2: Three subdivision steps of the spherical quad-quad tree based on im-
portance metric. Unrolled rhombic texture (left) and sampling on spherical domain 
(right) is shown. 
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Figure 8.3: A possible subdivision of a rhombic face is shown. Light grey color quad 
is the quad interested for calculation of illumination or area. Index for the sum area 
table lookup of the four corners of the quad is shown 
with the aid of the summed area table for the sum of radiances Tl. The 
entry Tii i^j) of the table Tl stores the sum of illumination of the rectangular 
region (quad) from coordinate (0,0) to coordinate (z, j ) where i,j e [0’ TV) and 
N is the number of intervals along the side of each base quad. Figure 8.3 shows 
a possible subdivision of a base rhombic face and the label {i,j) corresponds 
to the index for look up into the table Tl for the accumulated illumination for 
the rectangular region from the top left corner of the rhombus face up to the 
coordinate (z, j ) . 
Similarly, we make use of the summed area table tecnique to pre-compute 
the sum of solid angle of the rectangular region (quad) from coordinate (0,0) 
to coordinate (z, j ) and stored it in the table T^. Equation (8.6) shows the 
equation for the calculation of solid angle of the interested quad with top left 
corner coordinate (io’jo) and bottom right corner coordinate ( i i j i ) -
L = - n i i o J i ) — TL{iujo)+TL{ioJo) (8.5) 
^ = TAi i iJ i ) - TAiioJi) - TAiiiJo) + TA{io,jo) (8.6) 
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The overall illumination contribution of the distant environment can be 
preserved by collapsing all pixels within a quad, or stratum, to a directional 
light source after the quad-quad tree subdivision. Instead of positioning the 
light position around the centroid of illumination, the light position is jit-
ter around the centroid to avoid regularity. The jitter sampling uses pseudo 
random kind of noise so that the jitter sampling pattern generated is deter-
ministic. Figure 8.4 shows the sampling pattern of three environment maps 
obtained by our method. Prom the images, we can see that the samples are 
put according to the radiance distribution adaptively. More sample points are 
put in brighter regions. 
8.4 Dynamic Sampling by Spherical Quad-Quad Tree 
In the last section, we have discussed about sampling the static environment 
using the rhombic texture. We extend the sampling method to dynamic sam-
pling of environment map sequences. A trivial strategy is to apply the static 
environment map sampling method to each frame individually. However, there 
is always little change in two consecutive environment maps and they shared 
large part of identical computation. Doing individual sampling on each frame 
waste computation and doesn't make good use of the correlation between 
consecutive frames. Apart from this, maintenance of temporal consistency is 
important. If sampling pattern of consecutive frames is substantially differ-
ence, abrupt change will be seen in the rendered results of the sequence of 
environment maps. Non-deterministic sampling method such as Lloyd's re-
laxation is not desirable for dynamic sequence as the sampling pattern for the 
same environment produced at different time may not be the same. 
The proposed spherical quad-quad tree sampling together with the im-
portance sorted list allows us to exploit the correlation between consecutive 
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Figure 8.4: Sampling pattern on environment maps. All patterns contain 300 sample 
points. The original panoramic image in cube map format image courtesy of Paul 
Debevec. 
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frames. Moreover, it suppresses the inconsistency between consecutive frames 
due to its structure, fixed subdivision strata and local adaptive nature. Recall 
that we can construct a quad-quad tree and an importance sorted list for a 
static HDR environment map. For two consecutive frames with little differ-
ence, we have two quad-quad trees and two importance sorted lists. Since 
the two consecutive frames have little difference, most part of the two quad-
quad trees and the two sorted lists are the same. Thus, we may construct the 
quad-quad tree corresponds to the latter frame from that of the former frame. 
Using the importance sorted list of the former frame, we compute the new 
radiance value for each of the interior nodes and leaf nodes. Next, we sort the 
interior node list and leaf node list separately. Without doubt, there are some 
nodes which are not sorted in the resultant list (interior node list and leaf 
node list). We should have found some interior nodes which have smaller im-
portance than some leaf nodes. This actually reflects how we should rearrange 
and adjust the tree and nodes. Considering a leaf node and an interior node 
at the boundary of the sorted list where leaf node has higher importance than 
the interior node. Quad with higher importance should be subdivided first. 
The implicit meaning is that the corresponding quad of the leaf node should 
be subdivided into four smaller quads while the quad corresponding to the 
interior node should not be subdivided. 
In order to construct the quad-quad tree of the latter frame from that 
of the former frame such that the sorted list has correct sorted order, we 
have to perform two operations namely, merge and split. A merge operation 
picks the last interior node and its corresponding child in the leaf node list, 
combine them into single leaf node and insert the new leaf node into the correct 
position in the leaf node list according to its importance. A split operation 
converts the first leaf node from leaf node into an interior node, subdivided 
its corresponding quad is subdivided into four smaller quads and four new 
I 
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leaf nodes are created for each of the quads. The newly created leaf nodes 
and the interior node are added to the leaf node list and interior node list 
correspondingly according to their importance. Figure 8.5 shows the merge 
and split operation. Each merge operation reduces three child nodes and 
one interior node. Whereas, each split operation produces three more child 
nodes and creates one interior node. Therefore, the totally number of interior 
nodes and leaf nodes maintain constant if we perform one merge and one split 
operations. We continue the merge and split operation until the sorted order 
of the list is regained. Note that the resulting pattern of the quad tree and 
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Figure 8.5: Merge and split operation for sampling of HDR dynamic sequence of en-
vironment maps. The split and merge operation are performed in pairs to maintain 
the total number of leaf nodes as constant (The total number of sampling points). 
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8.5 Experiments 
Our HDR sampling can be applied to both static HDR image and dynamic 
sequences of HDR images, thus experiment consists of two different parts. 
Section 8.5.1 presents the experiment for static HDR image sampling. Exper-
iment for dynamic sequence of environment maps is discussed in section 8.5.2. 
8.5.1 Static Sampling 
Experiment Setup 
In the static HDR environment map sampling, we compare the sampling 
pattern and the rendering result with various HDR environment map sam-
pling method by treating the generated sampling points of as directional light 
source for rendering of different scenes. Our spherical quad-quad tree sampling 
method is compared with LightGen [5], Structured importance sampling [1: 
and Peiirose-based importance sampling [35]. Three hundred sample points 
are generated for all methods. Apart from these sampling methods, control 
images are generated for peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) calculation. For 
generation of control image, we use 100k number of uniformly distributed 
samples. 
Experiment Result and Analysis 
Figure 8.6 shows the sampling pattern on the HDR environment map of various 
sampling method in the first column. The second and fourth column shows 
the rendered result of different objects under the sampling pattern shown on 
the first column. The third column shows the magnified region of the right 
bottom part of the image in second column. Each row illustrates the sampling 
pattern and rendered result of a sampling method and the last row shows the 
rendered result for the control image. The PSNR of the rendered result is 
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measured and listed at the top right corner of the images in second and fourth 
column. 
Our sampling pattern is similar to that of the structured importance sam-
pling as both methods combined the stratification and importance-based sam-
pling. The visual quality of our rendered images using three hundred sample 
points as the directional light source for rendering is close to the control im-
ages and comparable to that of structured and Pernrose sampling. lightGen 
makes use of stratification sampling which subdivide the environment into 
strata and position sample point within strata, it doesn't concern about the 
importance. The sampling points are quite uniformly placed in the environ-
ment map. The high illumination area which has high energy contribution to 
the environment doesn't have much sample points. Therefore, the rendered 
result has bad visual quality. While the sample points of Penrose sampling, 
belongs to the importance-based sampling, is very compactly packed at the 
high illumination area. 
8.5.2 Dynamic Sampling 
Experiment Setting 
A dynamic fire sequence is generated and added to the HDR Grace Cathedral 
environment map to simulate a dynamic environment sequences. The sam-
pling of the sequence of environment maps is used for rendering of the scene. 
The fire sequence is generated so that it starts at a point and extends until 
the fire ring surrounds the object in the scene as shown in bottom part of 
Figure 8.7. Top part of Figure 8.7 shows one sample environment map with 
fire added. 
We compare spherical quad-quad tree sampling method with other sam-
pling method by generating 300 sample points for each frame of the HDR 
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Figure 8.6: Static HDR environment map with different sampling methods 
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dynamic environment sequences. The sampling results of different sampling 
methods are used to render the scene. We have chosen three consecutive 
frames (Frame 108,109,110) in the rendering results for comparison. Fig-
ure 8.8 shows the rendering results. First row shows the rendering result 
for the structured importance sampling, the second row shows the result for 
Penrose-based importance sampling and the results for our spherical quad-
quad tree sampling method are shown in the last row. The sampling pattern 
of the corresponding environment map of the four boxed regions located as 
the top part of Figure 8.7 is shown below each rendered frame in Figure 8.8. 
Experiment Result and Analysis 
The fire is increasing from frame to frame quite steadily with jumping of small 
extent, therefore, the shadow and highlight should not exhibit any sudden and 
abnormal change. From the first row of Figure 8.8, you can see that there is 
some choppy change in the shadow underneath the dragon of the rendering 
result of structured importance sampling. Especially the shadow of the tail 
of the dragon is changing abruptly. Recall that the sampling of structured 
importance sampling depends on the total illumination of the environment 
map to form strata. Number of sampling points and their location within 
each stratum is dependent on the radiance values of the area. Therefore, the 
sampling points move around unavoidably from frame to frame which result in 
jumping of shadows. In the zoom in region B and region D, the sampling points 
are shifted from frame to frame which result in the change in the shadows. 
Penrose-based importance sampling rendered result is shown in the middle 
row of Figure 8.8. Obviously, the shadows in its rendering results change 
violently. The sudden change from frame 108 to frame 109 can be explained 
by the immigrate of sampling points from region A in frame 108 to region C 
in frame 109. The change of shadows from frame 109 to frame 110 is due to 
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Figure 8.7: Top: HDR environment Grace Cathedral with fire. Boxed region is zoom 
in and placed below each corresponding rendering result in next figure. Bottom: 
An illustration of dragon under the synthetic fire flame. 
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Figure 8.8: The first row: Rendering result of three consecutive frame generated 
by structured importance sampling. The second row: Penrose-based importance 
sampling rendered results. The third row: Rendered results from our spherical 
quad-quad tree sampling. Below each rendering result, the four zoom in region (A, 
B, C, D) of the environment map with sampling pattern is shown. 
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the shifting of sample points in region D and moving away of sample points 
in region C. The apparent immigrate and shifting of sample points appears 
as the sampling is based on the radiance values. Sample points are mainly 
assigned to regions of high illumination or radiance values. 
On the other hand, our proposed method maintained a smooth and con-
sistent illumination as shown in the last row of Figure 8.8. There is neither 
sudden change in shadow nor highlight in the rendered results. The spherical 
quad-quad tree sampling method has fixed strata division which is indepen-
dent of the global illumination of environment map. As seen from the distri-
bution of the sampling points in the zoom in regions in the three consecutive 
frames, most of the sampling points stayed in the same location and there is no 
jumping of sampling points as shown in the other two methods. In addition, 
extension of fire flame only result in gradually increase in number of sample 
points in the fire region. It does not affect the number of samples and sample 
location of the high radiance area region D. 
By analyzing the rendering result and sampling pattern of different sam-
pling methods, we figure out the reasons that may cause temporal inconsis-
tency and jumping of shadows. Structured importance sampling depends on 
the total illumination contribution for calculation of hierarchical threshold 
for subdivision of strata. The fire introduces extra energy into the environ-
ment as it extends, which affect the threshold and resultant sampling pattern 
from frame to frame. The change in total illumination affects the global il-
lumination information of Penrose-based importance sampling. Hence, local 
change in illumination may affect the spatial and intensity distribution of the 
sampling pattern of the environment map. Our proposed method has local 
adaptive nature which does not affected by the change in total illumination 
of environment map. Thus, it suppresses the change in spatial and intensity 
distributions when environment gradually change over time. 
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8.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we have been proposed a hierarchical quadrilateral based 
sampling method, spherical quad-quad tree, which makes use of the rhombic 
texture and the rhombic dodecahedron with skew great circle subdivision for 
sampling. We may conclude that the visual result and PSNR value of static 
HDR environment map sampling using our proposed method is comparable 
to that of the structured importance sampling. The local adaptive nature of 
the spherical quad-quad tree sampling favours the dynamic HDR environment 
sequences sampling. It suppresses the abrupt change in the sampling pattern 
when there is variation in total illumination contribution. A smooth and 
consistent rendering sequence is generated. Local change in environment map 
globally affects the spatial and intensity distribution of the sampling pattern 
for Penrose-based sampling method. Besides, the change in total illumination 
affects the definition and subdivision of strata which results in shifting of 
sample points for structured importance sampling. Therefore, other sampling 
method exhibits shifting of sampling points or sudden movement of sampling 
points to high illumination area. Inconsistency exists in rendering results of 
dynamic sequence of environment maps. To conclude, our proposed sampling 
method is good for both static and dynamic HDR environment sequences 
sampling as it can achieve comparable visual rendering quality, quite good 
PSNR results and consistency rendering sequences. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 9 
Conclusion 
We have proposed a novel spherical data representation method based on 
rhombic dodecahedron and a family of skew great circles. This spherical pa-
rameterization produces very low discrepancy, low area standard deviation, 
little stretch sampling pattern. Query efficiency is another important con-
cern for real time applications like environment mapping which demands for 
efficient data retrieval. Unlike the recursive subdivision strategy which re-
quires recursive search, an analytical equation is available for fast location 
of sample points on sphere in constant time. The spherical partitioning and 
sampling method has been applied to applications such as environment map-
ping, shadow mapping and HDR environment sequences sampling to disclose 
its effectiveness. The experiment results of environment mapping and shadow 
mapping justify that better rendering results are produced by using the pro-
posed low discrepancy sampling method as comparing to the commonly used 
cube map sampling pattern. The experiment of HDR environment sequences 
sampling shows that our local adaptive nature of the spherical quad-quad tree, 
building on top of the proposed spherical partitioning scheme, suppresses the 
abrupt change in sampling pattern and preserve the illumination consistency 
even when there is little variation in global illumination of the environment 
133 
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map sequences. Currently, the efficiency representation for spherical data is 
only applied to individual spherical function. Further extension may be to-
wards the direction of more complex functions like high dimensional relighting 
data such as BRDF which is spherical function of spherical function. 
• End of chapter. 
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